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NAPOLeONIC WARs


3. JAMES (Lt.-Col. W.H., RE [Retd.]) The Campaign of 1815 Chiefly in Flanders. 1st Ed., xi+340pp., 8 maps/plans (4 fldg., one in end-pocket). Blackwood. 1908 Orig. red cloth, gilt, little spotted, sp. sunned, pocket map torn but complete, o/w VG & very scarce original edition of a standard work. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56481] £50


INDIA

5. 1st Bn. Hampshire Regiment, North-West Frontier: Razmak &c., 1937-39. Contemp. album containing 39 postcard sized photos., all captioned in ink, including various scarce & interesting views of forts, camp & regimental scenes. Several photos. missing o/w VG. Nicely captioned views include Our Camp at Ghalanai where the track was; Tanks waiting for orders to move out; One of our outposts Ghalanai; the remains of one of the villages at Ghalanai; Our HQ at Ghalanai; Officers' tent Ghalanai; The Brigade marching back to Razmak; Our prisoners which we captured at Ghalanai; Cook house & staff at Ghalanai, &c. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 55709] £225

6. Compilation of the General Orders, &c., Issued in 1842-47 by Sir Charles Napier, G.C.B., Major-General Governor of Scinde, to The Army Under His Command. 1st Ed., xvi+141pp. + viii+pp. index. Bombay: Printed at The Times Press. 1850 Compiled by Lt.-Col. Edward Green, Asst. Adjutant-Gen., Scinde Div., who was Napier’s AAG from 1843 “to the time he left the Province” & dedicated the Compilation to his former chief (“with permission”). He explains in the Preface that “I feel convinced that they will be
earnestly read & studied by Officers who have the interest of their profession at heart... They are, however, matters of history [and] I have sought to prevent anything in these orders from giving offence, by excluding names & places... they will naturally be known to those who served in Scinde during the time they were issued, as all orders were printed & circulated throughout the Province.” Contains sections of Civil & Military Orders for forces under command; Commissariat; Courts Martial, Courts of Enquiry &c.; Marches & Routes; Miscellaneous Orders & Parades including several episodes where officers & men are brought to notice for good conduct. Much interesting detail & invaluable source on Napier’s Army in Scinde. rare & not to date reprinted, but unlovely copy, black cloth, gilt to front, ex-RUSI with bookplate & lacking title page. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60000] £145

Considerable information about the event & persons & regiments involved. Listings of those awarded honours & distinctions in connection with the event (various grades of the Royal Victorian Order &c.) Orig. green cloth, gilt, minor wear, eps sympathetically renewed, the large fldg. plan torn but complete, VG thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59916] £120

Contains: Lists of Occupants of the Principal Camps; Nominal Lists of native Chiefs &c.; Military Staffs & Regimental Camps, details of the various functions & amusements, miscellaneous info. on camp arrangeaments, the Delhi Durbar Police Act. Includes roll of Indian Mutiny veterans (European, Eursasion & Native) participating in the celebrations, noting their regt., province, home address/village, brief details of service &c. (around 200 listed in this section). Orig. wraps., loosely housed in red cloth, gilt, binder (formerly retained by ribbon: deatched now, as always). Useful source on police & military officers (listed under regimental headings) & other officials present, as well as the list of veterans attending. VG thus & very scarce survival, complete with three of four fldg. maps in front-pocket: Plan of the Camp; Disposition of Troops & General Arrangements; Central Camp (rare with these maps present: still lacking the less important Skeleton Map of Delhi) with ink inscrip. of “Capt. Barlow, Hampshire Regiment, Brig. Maj. Viceroy’s Escort” i.e. Capt. N.W. Barlow. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59917] £245

9. India. A Collection of Postcard Views of British Barracks & other Military Buildings & Amenities at the height of the Raj; also some topographical views of the NWF &c. A fine collection of approx. 465 commercially produced postcards depicting British stations, mainly in Northern & Central India, also some in South India. A wide ranging variety of subjects & locations, being a combination of finely produced b/w photos., tinted postcards &c.
An exceptional collection of commercially produced postcards dating from the late 19th & early 20th Centuries depicting British cantonments, parade grounds, barracks buildings, hospitals, railway stations, clubs, soldiers’ homes, post offices, &c., also various NWF views (Waziristan, Razmak Column, Khyber Pass, forts, camps &c.) & troops on the move. Locations include most of the major centres such as Simla, Rawalpindi, Quetta, Poona, Dalhousie, Mhow, Bareilly, Dagshai, Jhansi, Peshawar &c. A superlative potential resource for a publisher, researcher, or photographic archive interested in this field. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 56478] £1,200
10. Lieut.-General Sir James Outram’s Campaign in India, 1857-1858; comprising General Orders & Despatches Relating to the Defence & Relief of the Lucknow Garrison, & Capture of the City, by the British Forces; also, Correspondence Relating to the Relief, up to the Date when that Object was Effectuated by Sir Colin Campbell. Printed for Presentation to Personal Friends of Sir James Outram, who begs that it may be regarded as a Private Communication, & not a Publication. Pre-issue proof., xi+208pp. Printed for Private Circulation Only by Smith, Elder & Co. 1859
This is a proof copy dated on tp MDCCCLIX [1859]: however the only correction is to the publisher’s address on the title page. The version finally printed, in 1860 consists of 412pp. & includes extracts from correspondence not present here: it would appear this matter was an afterthought. The text here consists of General Orders & Despatches, identical to the 1860 edition up to pp.176, where, in the latter, in square brackets, is found the statement [The Editor has thought it advisable to insert, at this place, a series of letters addressed by Sir James Outram to the Commander-in-Chief, in which he rectified certain omissions he had made in his previous despatches. These letters, hitherto unpublished, are inserted in justice to the many gallant officers whose names were not publicly mentioned in General Orders, & who naturally felt hurt at the oversight...]. The work here offered includes some Lucknow correspondence & a small amount of matter that did not end up in the 1860 version. Later brown binder’s cloth, gilt to sp., VG. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59997] £325

The scarce confidential official account (including operations 1860-1920, with considerable detail on the little-known 1917 campaign) with valuable orders of battle &c. Individually numbered “Serial No. 569” but total no. produced is unknown to us. Orig. three-qtr. calf, green cloth, claret sp labels, gilt, the leather a little rubbed, stained & worn as always but overall VG, good copy & complete. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59878] £375

Customary rules & regs. for officers. NCOs & rank & file, inc. duties of gun-lascars, rosters for duty, guards & picquets, defaulters, barracks, rations & messing, hospital, ordnance, pay, dress &c. Much interesting detail on the organisation of the Bombay Artillery. Contemp. qtr. calf, marbled paper covd. boards, somewhat rubbed & worn but VG for the period. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57768] £145

Report of the debate plus press opinions. The debate particularly concerned “the position of the civilians in the N.W. Provinces of India” who felt that they were victims of a “scandalous breach of faith on the part of the Government,” i.e. “Lord Dalhousie gave a pledge that half the Commissionerships & Asst. Commissionerships in the Punjab & Oudh should be given to the civilians of those provinces. But the promise has been flagrantly broken...” Interesting debate on patronage in India & the ICS. Wraps. somewhat foxed/stained, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54708] £45
Staff officer to Col. Kelly’s Chitral Relief Force, 1895. Most plates are from sketches by the author. Contemp. Orig. plain red cloth, gilt, minor wear o/w VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59908] **£120**

Reprint of British-Indian Army manual originally compiled to inform officers serving with rajput troops, assist recruiting officers, &c. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56473] **£25**

16. **Braddon (Sir Edward, KCMG) Thirty Years of Shikar.** 1st Ed., x+373pp., frontis., 13 decorative initial letters & 13 tailpieces heading & tailing each chapter, fldg. map of “Oudh Forest Tracts & Nepal Terai.” Blackwood. 1895
Big game in Tibet & Oudh; also detailing the author’s service during 30 years of mercantile life in India from Days of Griffinage & Among the Indigo Planters to The Santhal Rebellion, The Santhal Country in the Mutiny, Station Life in Oudh, &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt to sp. & titled in black to front, VG, nice sharp & clean copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55594] **£325**

Celebrated soldier who died in Lucknow following the Relief. Orig. red cloth, little rubbed/worn, about VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53946] **£20**

Very useful reference on a great many battles & campaigns in India from 1599 but largely 1800 onwards, including many obscure episodes neatly described, with num. notes on units present in various campaigns, British & Indian officers who distinguished themselves, &c. (clearly original despatches & reports were a major source of information for the compiler). Perkins 376. Good quality hardback reprint, VG in dw, with the colour plates nicely reproduced. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59857] **£35**

The Indian Army in WW1 (Western Front, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, Palestine &c.) & WW2 (Eritrea, North Africa, Italy & Far East). Skilful account. Author served with Indian Cavalry inc. NWF & Italy in WW2. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56324] **£15**

The author’s interest in natural history, developed during his service in India, resulted in this survey of “The smaller inmates of houses & garden” - that is to say, wasps & bees, ants, mosquitoes, crabs & leeches & much more; also a section on the seasonal changes in a Bengal garden. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52861] **£30**
Standard account, with Appendix of officers killed & wounded. Orig. red cloth, gilt, minor wear, lacking ffep, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53841] £45

22. GRIFFITHS (Sir Percival) To Guard My People: The History of the Indian Police. 1st Ed., xii+444pp., 40 plates, fldg. map. VG in sl chipped dw. Benn. 1971
Standard history of the Indian Police. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56488] £15

Fine account of Indian cavalry from EIC to Independence. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55615] £10

Comprehensive & standard work on the Abor Expedition, North-East Frontier, 1911-12 inc. historical background, plan of campaign, troops employed, narrative of events, awards, MiDs & killed etc. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn, tear at head of sp. o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59992] £120

25. HAMILTON (Trooper T.C., 15th Hussars) Diary of Our March from Meerut to Kandahar, October 1878 to April 1879. 1st Ed., [ii]+[ii]+74pp. No imprint but Meerut. 1879
Rare & detailed private account of the operations of the 15th Hussars in the second Afghan War. “...merely a simple narrative of the March of the 15th Hussars from Meerut to Khelat-i-Ghilzai & back again, detailing only events that came under the observation of a soldier in the ranks & as touching our own regiment... Each day’s events were jotted down at the time they occurred... the book may be relied upon as a statement of facts. Meerut, August 1879.” Despite the author’s self-effacing statements the book contains much interesting detail on actions with the Southern Army during the campaign, inc. notes on the operations of detached Squadrons which he did not personally observe (“Reconnaissance of ‘A’ & ‘C’ Troops in the Arghasun Valley” &c.). Concludes with short account of the 1st Afghan War & an ‘Epitome’ of the regiment’s marches during the campaign. No copies on Library Hub (formerly COPAC). Recorded by Victor Sutcliffe (in his Regiments of the British Army A Handbook With Book Lists - Part 2 - Cavalry & Armour) who states that it was used heavily by Wylly in his chapter on the campaign in the regimental history, & that it was published by Charles & Co. Medical Hall Press at Meerut in 1879. This copy came to me disbound & has been neatly bound in blue cloth with gilt title to front board & new tp. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59971] £325

Commandant of Hodson’s Horse, killed at Lucknow, who had played the decisive & controversial role in the arrest of Bahadur Shah, King of Delhi, & the execution of his sons. This edition contains a new Introduction being largely “a Vindication from the Charges made by Mr Bosworth Smith in his ‘Life of Lord Lawrence.” Orig brown cloth, gilt, minor wear, about VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53882] £45
In most cases the deeds for which the IOM was awarded are detailed. Campaigns in this volume principally Afghan & Sikh wars as well as the Mutiny, & various lesser campaigns. Orig. red cloth, VG & rare (just 500 copies printed). See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53840] £350

Jacquemont, a French naturalist, arrived in Pondicherry in 1829 & travelled extensively in the northern frontier regions (Ladak, Kashmir &c.), met Ranjit Singh & Shuja but died of illness at Bombay in 1832. His letters, originally published in 1832 “give a most vivid account of the botany of the N.W. Himalayas & particularly of the social condition of India in those days” (Buckland: Dictionary of Indian Biography). Orig. green cloth, gilt, somewhat worn but sound ex-Times book club. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55651] £20

1830s to modern times, “with a focus on the Afghans’ manoeuvres, fighting techniques & strategies…” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57822] £20

30. JOHNSTON (Sir Harry, GCMG, KCB) Pioneers in India. 1st Ed., [ii]+320pp., 8 col. plates., several b/w plates & portraits. Blackie & Son, 1913
Pioneering episodes in Indian history from early days to the British ‘conquest,’ plus sections on several different regions. Published in a series of jingoistic works by the author on nations of the Empire. Orig. dec. green cloth, gilt, sp. little faded o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52787] £25

Historical account with a useful Appendix listing surviving veterans (“by far the most complete & trustworthy that has ever been issued”) at time of publication. These survivors are usefully listed by regiments. Recent brown binder’s cloth, titled in darker brown to sp., panel from orig. front board nicely inset to front, internal edge staining to first & last few leaves, sound & VG thus, & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59913] £125

Prior to Indian Independence there were some 560 Princely States that, during the British colonial era, retained a degree of autonomy including the right to maintain their own forces. These maintained their own system of honours & campaign medals, which are detailed here in an excellent, well-illustrated, study with much on the background of the various medals & awards, with descriptions & illustrations of all, as well as some interesting background material on the histories of these states & their forces. VG in dw, signed by author, plus Errata slip loosely inserted. Scarce. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60020] £65

Mackenzie was a subaltern with the 3rd Bengal Light Cavalry at Meerut on the outbreak of the Mutiny & was later in the Siege of Delhi & Relief of Lucknow (with other irregular cavalry regiments). Atmospheric account that first appeared in the columns of the Pioneer newspaper. The first edition was published in 1891 & both editions are rare. Contemp. black half morocco, little rubbed & worn, generally VG & rare. See illustration on our website.

[Ref: 57616] £225


A biographical sketch of William Ruxton Eneas Alexander, his services in the Burmese War 1852 (commanding the Ramghur Irregular Cavalry: Pegu, Thoma &c.) & Indian Mutiny. Six copies on Library Hub (formerly COPAC). Ladendorf 355; Raugh 6885 (“This is a biography of Gen. W.R.E. Alexander, who, as a captain, served in the 53rd Native Infantry at the beginning of the Indian Mutiny. His experiences upon the outbreak & & early in the Indian Mutiny at Calpee & retreating to Agra are described in interesting detail. Alexander raised ‘Alexanders’ Horse’ in the Agra area in October 1857, & later commanded it at Cawnpore & Bundelcund…” His life story was related to the author/editor, Pitt, who evidently made extensive notes, or had an exceptional recall for detail, in writing this excellent biography.

Orig. light blue cloth, gilt title to sp., mounted Indian cavalryman to front, externally dampspotted & worn, inside VG, sound thus & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60007] £225

35. ROBERTSON (Sir George S., KCSI) Chitral: The Story of a Minor Siege. 1st Ed., xi+368pp., 32 plates, 5 maps & plans. Methuen & Co. 1898

Standard account. Attractive recent half red morocco, gilt to sp., raised bands &c., marbled paper covd. boards. Very nice copy but for ink blot on front board. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53984] £50


Bengal Infantry 1856, later Probyn’s Horse. Mutiny, Frontier Campaigns &c. Governor-General’s Agent in Baluchistan 1877-92 whose “hold over the tribes became quite astonishing” & who introduced the Forward Policy of rule through influence rather than non-interference. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, lottle worn, about VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 50139] £120

37. Tirah 1897: Personal pocket diary of Lt. C.H. Villiers-Stuart, 21st Regiment of Madras Infantry (Pioneers). A small leather covd. notebook, 140x90mm, containing diary of events between 14th Sept. 1897 (“Left Belgaum full of phiz and many boxes tiffin”) & 31st November, including one small sketch of Shinawari Camp defences, together with delicate pencil sketch of Shinawari Camp, 180x110mm (annoted: “Sniping from here about 1000 yards from camp” &c.) with another sketch of the Shinawari-Karuppa Road on reverse, similarly annotated, together with a very fine cabinet card portrait of the diarist in the uniform of the 21st Madras Pioneers, 160x100mm, by S. Madheo & Son, Belgaum. The diary is written in pencil (the pencil still present in an integral holder on the spine of the notebook) in a tiny
Serving with the 2nd Division, the 1st Madras Pioneers’ main task was to build the road from Shinawari Camp to the Sampargha Pass, after which the Army moved forwards & the regiment was no longer employed. For several months they toiled on the road & other projects, at the same time picketing their camps, building sangars & zarebas, & frequently under sniping or direct attacks by the Afridis. Some extracts: 29th Sept. 1897: “At work on road all day. Did all our part and then found P.W.D. [Public Works Department] hadn’t done theirs and had to do it for them. Also more tomorrow. No food for men at all. 2nd Gurkhas come in from Fort Lockhart. Also no food. Convoy come in with telegraph poles. Rather indigestible. Got some eggs for dinner not much else. Everyone rather stuffy - Dinner improved everyone’s temper.” 21st Oct. 1897: “Rose at 2 a.m. Loaded all stuff on 720 mules, donkeys and ponies and marched off at 6:30. Rather confused two staff officers. Got about 300 yards along road. Stuck down in freezing cold bottom of valley for an hour. Took us till 12 to get to Kotal then we halted while the 2nd Gurkha Rifles, Dorsets, and Gordons went up to take Dargai heights. We could see as plain as print 1200 yards away. They worked up to open space and crossing over dropped all round. The guns had no effect as they were in such strong sangars. At about 3 the Gordons charged across and then Gordons, Dorsets, and Gurkhas all scrambled up together. Cowie up first. Total casualties officers: 3 killed, 8 wounded. Men: 35 killed, 163 wounded. After fight over we got orders to go up to S. Sok [Samana Suk] to hold it and no one to go on to Karappa. Brooking told me to go and load up mules with A [Anderson] as previous orders were to camp for night on Kotal. Then I went with one section to water. Left baggage at X. Tore off and found.... I went by lower road and sent section by top road. Waited till 6 when Hendley turned up. Had half potted meat, choc and biscuit. Waited till 9:50 when greatcoats, officers baggage, half mess, and a few rations turned up. Hendley took them on to find camp never having seen ground before and quite dark. I patrolled road till 3:30 but no more baggage came so started up for camp. About 200 yards away found Marsh and picket and fire. Coal [?] had been sent for me but I had been wandering down S. [Shinawari] road and he didn’t see me. He told me the camp was about 3 or 4 miles away so I started off taking one man and fell on them about 2½ miles away. Found my blanket and turned in 5:15. Hendley and mules hadn’t found B [Brooking] and Huggins [CO] and 3 Company and Bruce … and rest were there by water. Brooking had turned up night before to get Sok [Samana Suk] in case enemy were making for it and it got dark too soon for the rest to find them.” 23rd Oct. 1897: “Parade 5 a.m. for works on road back to Kotal. Worked till 2 and then came back. Had bath. First for days. Got 16 fowls and 64 eggs from villages, Pathan bread and corn. Had … dinner anchovy eggs. Turned in 8:30, at 9:30 sniping began. At 10:15 attacks on camp. Heavy firing on N [North] and West. Jemadar L Khan and Kalistan hit. Bullet hit sandbag below head. Went out and fixed bayonets. Couldn’t fire acct [on account of] troops on right and left. Turned in again 11 p.m. Enemy got 5 yards from Gordons zareba. 9 bodies found. Hope some more killed.” Note: I have transcribed this diary carefully, but a few words remain indistinct: the writing is largely clear but some dampstaining to the edges of some leaves render a few words difficult. Some of the entriess are written in reverse order, presumably as VS has recalled recent events & the original diary contains very little punctuation: some punctutation &c. has been added to the transcript in the interests of clarity. VS served in further campaigns & was Killed in Action at Gallipoli in 1915 while serving on Birdwood’s ANZAC staff. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 58671] £1,250
Twin brothers’ memoirs: Osborn (Bengal Cavalry, Sikh Wars, NWF, Mutiny & 2nd Afghan War) & Johnson (15th Ft., Ceylon Rebellion 1848 &c.), together with short biogs. of 30 of their contemporaries. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG. [Ref: 53893] £45

**INDIAN ARMY TRAINING MANUALS**

Including Discipline, Correspondence, Reports & Returns, Responsibilities of Commanding & Other Officers, Precedence of Corps, Standards & Colours, Guards of Honour, Honours & Salutes, Interior Economy inc. Indian Officers & mens’ duties, Guards & Orderlies, Escorts & Bands, Messes, Recruiting, Ordnance Equipment, Military Education, Engineers, the Indian Army Reserve &c., plus various Appendices. Great body of material on the organisation of the IA on the eve of the Great War. Much of interest on various aspects. Orig. limp wraps., somewhat serviceworn, VG, contemp. ink stamp of Depot 13th Lancers. Typed amendments pasted-in at rear. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59923] £95

Includes Marches; Duties; Discipline; Camps; Medical; Transport; Correspondence & General. Some light pencil annotation, plus list of Staff &c. VG, signed on front by H.V. Cox, the Brigade Commander. Note: General Sir Herbert Vaughan Cox, GCB, KCMG, CIE served in various campaigns in Afghanistan, Burma, China & the NWF, then WW1 in Gallipoli, Egypt & France, latterly commanding 4th Australian Division. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59925] £60

41. **Field Service Hygiene Notes India 1945.** Orig. printed canvas covs., vii+543pp., approx. 60 sketches & diagrams, ep maps. Calcutta: Govt. of India Press. 1945
Sanitation, disease prevention, drinking water, selection of camp sites &c., also details of various infectious diseases. Follows 2nd Ed. of 1940 & “largely rewritten. Five new chapters have been added...” Includes statistics of sick rates in various campaigns from Crimea to NWF 1937, with much on WW1. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60019] £25

42. **Field Service Pocket Book. India. 1935. (Corrected to January, 1935.)** xiv+338pp., num. tables & diagrams (some fldg.). Issued by the Chief of the General Staff (India), Distributed by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1935
The Indian Army officer’s vade mecum, “Intended to be a handy & concise reference for the use of officers on active service & at manoeuvres & on instructional exercises in connection with operations.” Orig. brown canvas-type wraparound cover, blocked in black, VG, with ownership inscrip. of Capt. G.A.I. Sanders, 5th Mahratta L.I., plus various amendment slips up to 1939 tipped-in, together with a handful of loose insertions: *War Establishments 1928 &c.* See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59926] £50

43. **Instructions for the Despatch of Troops & Animals Travelling by Rail in India.** Orig. wraps., 59pp. Calcutta: SGP India. 1919
A rather interesting & scarce work detailing much on train orders, timings & halts, duties of officers, supply arrangements, & much more. Orig. wraps., VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59921] £95
44. **Light Mortar Training 1919 (Provisional).** Orig. printed wraps., 30pp., 4 fldg. sketches & drawings of Stokes Mortar, fuzes &c. (Issued by the General Staff, India). Printed by Supt. Government Printing India, Calcutta. 1919
Includes details of Establishment & Personnel of 3-inch L.T.M. Battery, description of the mortar & ancillary equipment, drill, notes on cleaning barrel & so forth. VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59920] **£75**

45. **Manual of Indian Military Law 1911.** Issued by the Govt. of India, Military Dept., [ii]+xv+511pp. Calcutta: Superintendent Govt. Printing, India. 1911
Indian Army Military Law differed from the British Army regulations in many ways. This immediately pre-Great War edition explains much about the Indian Army’s disciplinary code, & for what ‘crimes’ various punishments could be imposed. An engaging & invaluable reference for anyone interested in the IA of the period. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little spotted & worn, overall VG, with ink ownership inscrip. of Major F.J. Turner, XX Deccan Horse 15th Feb. 1912. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59937] **£65**

46. **A Practical Approach to Urdu Study Prepared by The Board of Examiners, General Headquarters, India.** Issued by The General Staff, India. 1941. Orig. printed wraps., 25pp. Manager of Publications, Delhi, Govt. of India Press, Simla. 1942
Somewhat serviceworn, sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59945] **£15**

47. **Tactical Notes, 1917.** Orig. printed wraps., 8pp., Issued by Order of the Commander-in-Chief [in India]. Printed by Supt. Government Printing India, Calcutta. 1918
Contains three parts: The Value & Use of the Rifle; Employment of Lewis Guns; Attack Formations. VG & scarce survival. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59919] **£75**

Pocketbook containing Infantry Training; Squad Drill; Rifle & Bayonet training/exercises, outposts, musketry, bombing &c. text in Tamil, headings & sub-headings in Contents & text rendered in English & Tamil. Scarce survival of notable value for the excellent photo. plates of soldiers’ in drill positions ranging from standing at attention & saluting to rifle firing positions, using cover, bayonet exercises &c. Orig. printed paper covd. boards, blue cloth backstrip, serviceworn, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59922] **£75**

Includes sections on Indian Military Law; Regimental Duties; Interior Economy; Regimental Books; Correspondence; Pay & Allowances; Musketry; Recruiting & Reserves; Clothing & Messing; Equipment, Arms & Ammunition; Lines, Followers, Peace Movements; Composition of Castes & various Appendices. Much of interest. Original edition assembled by Lt. E.G. Barrow, 7th NI, published 1880: editions revised by others appeared in 1887, 1894 & 1908, & this edition in 1914 which includes Barrow’s Prefaces to all earlier editions & bears his ink signature to front paste-down & opposite half-title, so was evidently his own copy. Note: Gen. Sir Edmund George Barrow, 1852-1934, served in numerous campaigns, was Military Secretary to the India Office from 1914 & retired in 1919. Orig. green cloth covd. boards, gilt to front & sp., nice copy & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59927] **£125**

Duties of Indian commissioned officers examined in two parts (i) His work in instructing his men & (ii) His administrative duties. VS compares the old with the present generation & explains the difficulties of the work confronting them in the modern Indian Army, &c. Much of interest. Note: author was KiA at Gallipoli 17/5/1915 serving on Birdwood’s staff & is buried in Beach Cemetery, ANZAC. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59924] £45

**INDIAN ARMY REGIMENTAL HISTORY**


Chin Hills 1891-93, WW1 with the Indian Corps in France 1914-15 (Neuve Chapelle &c.) then Mesopotamia 1917-18; Kurdistan & Iraq 1920-21, North-West Frontier. Officers’ services, Roll of Hon., awards. Superb history with many fine illustrations & maps. Perkins 484 states: “A well written book, admirably produced.” He adds that “A package of Addenda & Corrigenda slips was sent to all subscribers about one year after publication...” These slips, are absent from this copy as usual. Orig. green cloth, gilt, somewhat worn ex-AMOT, some splitting to sp., overall sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55629] £125


Essentially a reprint of the earlier Jat histories covering 1803-1937 & 1937-48, excluding some material (such as roll of British officers in the original Vol. II) but adding other text matter & some good illustrations not included in the original volumes. From Mahratta Wars onwards inc. Burmese wars, Indian Mutiny, WW1 Western Front 1914-15 & Mesopotamia, with much on the four regts. which in 1922 were brought together to form the 9th Jat Regt. WW2 in Burma, Malaya & Western Desert. Awards for WW1 & WW2. Perkins 463. Valuable enlarged edition: the original edition of the 1937-48 history is rare, having been printed in an edition of 100 copies. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little rubbed, generally VG in torn dw & rare with light pencil inscrip. “For Lieutenant Colonel Walter L. Hailes Military Cross” plus loosely inserted regimental Christmas Card. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58755] £325


Outline history & rolls of officers, beautifully printed on art paper throughout with excellent photos. Perkins 500. Orig. green cloth, gilt. dec. to front & rear, near fine & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57722] £165

54. **HENNELL (Col. Sir R.) A Famous Indian Regiment: The Kali Panchwin, 2/5th (Formerly the 105th) Mahratta Light Infantry 1768-1923.** 1st Ed., xi+292pp., 12 plates, map, several diagrams. Murray. 1927

Mahratta Wars, First & Second Afghan Wars, Indian Mutiny, China 1860, Abyssinia, Burma 1886, Aden & WW1 in Mesopotamia 1916-1918 inc. Relief of Kut &c, Palestine from March 1918 seeing much action in the final part of the campaign. Rolls of awards, officers &c. Perkins 454. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG ex-IWM (withdrawn stamps) with front panel of orig. dw attached to front paste-down. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60009] £60
55. **INNES (Lt.-Col. P.R.)** *History of the Bengal European Regiment now the Royal Munster Fusiliers & How it Helped to win India.* 2nd Ed., viii+574pp., col. frontis., 6 maps. Simkin, Marshall. 1885

Detailed history 1756-1858, inc. Sikh Wars & the Mutiny. Officers’ roll &c. Perkins 385 notes that the only change from the 1st Ed., issued the same year, was the addition of a leaf of press reviews at the rear. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59910] £75

56. **JACKSON (Lt. R.P.)** *Historical Records of the XIII Madras Infantry.* 1st Ed., 319pp. (+24pp. publisher’s catalogue bound at end), fldg. col. frontis., 8 col. plates, fldg. table of “The Classes from which the Regiment has been Recruited since 1845” (with a statistical annual breakdown). Thacker & Co. 1898

Deeply researched history: various early Indian campaigns inc. Mahratta & Pindari Wars, Seringapatam &c., Burma 1835-39 & 1885-87 &c. followed by chapters on recruiting, dress, regimental distinctions &c. Appendices include services of British & Native officers & various tables & statistics. Exquisite col. plates of uniforms. “...full & informative, for the period 1776-1896... The appendices are extensive & detailed...” - Perkins 449. Orig. red cloth, gilt to front & sp., sp. somewhat sunned but a nice copy & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59855] £325

57. **KIRKWOOD (Major W.C., OBE)** *The Story of the 97th Deccan Infantry.* 1st Ed., [iii]+ii+ii+165pp., portrait frontis., 16 otherphoto. plates + portraits of 11 officers killed/died furing WW1 on 3 plates, fldg. map. Hyderabad, Deccan: Govt. Central Press. 1929

 Earlier Anglo-India campaigns inc. Seringapatam &c., battle of Nagpur &c.Includes excellent detail on Mesopotamia in WW1, with various British & Indian officers & other ranks mentioned by name. The text supplemented with various nominal rolls of officers, Roll of Hon. for all ranks, 1914-18, awards 1914-18 (some with citations), roll of Jangi Inam for the same period, locations of the regt. from 1794-1920. “...a readable history which contains much useful information” - Perkins. Orig. green cloth, gilt to front, with regimental badge, professionally recased preserving all the orig. cloth, several of the plates neatly renovated with archival paper where they had previously had ragged edges or edge-damp. A very nice copy thus, & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59932] £375


The regiment, post-1922, consisted of six regular infantry bns. (their pre-1922 designations being 62nd, 66th, 76th, 82nd & 84th Punjabis & 1st Brahmins). Their experiences encompass a wealth of campaigns from 1759 onwards. WW1 mainly in Mesopot., WW2 (when they had a further eight war-raised bns.) Western Desert, Italy, Paiforce & Burma. Roll of WW2 awards. “A tour de force” - Perkins 447. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58725] £175


55th Coke’s Rifles, PFF, became 1st Bn. FF Rifles in 1922. Campaigns include Indian Mutiny (Siege of Delhi), Umbeyla, 2nd Afghan War, various NWF campaigns & WW1 in East Africa & Persia. Perkins 473 (“professionally written & nicely produced”). Deluxe Ed., full green morocco, sp. rubbed & edges worn, overall VG & very scarce. Ex-lib. Peter Duckers with several later portraits & notes tipped-in. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59934] £275
   Substantial body of information "printed for confidential circulation among the officers of the Brigade of Guards" including standing orders, extracts from Brigade & Divisional Orders re operations & the Guards Brigade Staff Diary from Nov. 1899-March 1901, a fine daily abstract of intelligence & operations kept by the Brigade Major. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55632] £245

   A review of the colonial forces of East Africa ("King’s African Rifles to Tanganyika Rifles: A Colonial Sidestep"), with a useful precis of the KAR involvement prior to Independence, followed by an account of the mutiny from 19th 25th Jan. 1964, which was quelled by British military intervention, the nature of the mutiny & ongoing questions of British involvement with former colonial territories. Orig. dec. wraps. little worn, Erratum leaf tipped-in at front. Apparently published by Dar Es Salaam Up for the Tanzania People’s Defence Forces, who retained the copyright. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60006] £35

   Richly detailed & standard contemporary account of the Italo-Ethiopian War of 1896 (Italian-Abyssinian & Italian-Dervish campaigns) & the Ethiopian victory at Adowa. The author, George Fitz-Harding Berkeley, an Anglo-Irishman, was a prominent cricketer in his day; served in the Worcestershire Regiment 1898-1901 (& as a musketry instructor during the First World War); was a member of the Irish Bar & a strong supporter of Irish Home Rule. Orig. red cloth, somewhat dampstained, about VG & scarce, inscribed by the author “For Uncle Harry with best wishes, and very many thanks for assistance. FRom the Author Nov. 14 1902.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57707] £65

63. **BURNHAM (Major Frederick Russell, DSO) Scouting on Two Continents.** 1st UK Ed., xxii+370pp., portrait frontis., 30 illus. Heinemann. 1926
   American gold miner, hunter, explorer, soldier in the Matabele Wars & Chief of Scouts under Roberts during the Boer War. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, nice clean copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57734] £30

   Detailed services of all officers killed in Boer War. Nice copy of scarce original edition, orig. black cloth, gilt, minor wear. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52956] £100

   Travels in South Africa (particularly the Diamond Fields, & service in the first Anglo-Boer War (subtitle states: “Late of the Carbineers, Attach, to the Staff of Garrison Commandant, & Editor of the ‘News of the Camp’ During the Investment of Pretoria.”) Orig. dec. red publisher’s cloth, gilt & black, some light staining to sp., generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54727] £145
Life Guards 1870. Extensive active service inc. Gordon Relief Expedition (inc. Abu Klea), Boer War (Colenso, Relief of Ladysmith &c.). Orig. black cloth, gilt & red, sp. partially split & chipped o/w about VG. & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53899] **£65**

Full account of Zulu War inc. Isandhlwana, Rorke’s Drift, Ulundi &c. Orig. cloth, gilt, lacks ffep o/w VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54723] **£75**

Signed by Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith

Excellent, “definitive history of the BSAP” (Perkins, 301) including occupations of Mashonaland & Matabeleland, the Jameson Raid, Boer War (inc. Relief of Mafeking), WWi in German South-West Africa & Nyasaland, &c., with much detail on events & individuals. The author spent 21 years in the BSAP Reserve, retiring as a Reserve Superintendent. VG in sl. chipped dws, Volume I signed in ink on ffep “I. Douglas Smith” with a typed note pasted alongside states “Ian Douglas Smith Prime Minister of Rhodesia” plus colour photo. of Smith at a function affixed to paste-down. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59893] **£95**

69. **GOLDMANN (Charles Sydney) With General French & The Cavalry in South Africa.** 1st Ed., xix+477pp., portrait frontis., approx. 114 photos. (inc. fldg. panoramas), approx. 43 fldg. maps, 8 sketches in end-pocket. Macmillan. 1902
Handsome book & an important, detailed study supported by excellent photos. & maps. Includes al main operations, such as Colesberg, Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg, Poplar Grove &c., together with several interesting appendices. Orig. red & blue cloth, gilt, little rubbed & small splits to sp., generally VG ex-lib. copy, complete with all maps, plans &c. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58629] **£90**

70. **GORE (Lt.-Col. St. John) Ed. The Green Horse in Ladysmith.** 1st Ed., xi+171pp., 7 plates, fldg. map. Printed for Private Circulation by Sampson, Low, Marston & Co. 1901
Invaluable day-by-day record of the service of the 5th Dragoon Guards from Sept. 1899 in Sialkot, India, to the end of the Siege of Ladysmith. Nominal rolls of officers & men. Orig. red cloth, gilt & two green bands, VG with presentation inscrip. “To Mother & Father From Your Loving Son Ted. 5th Dragoon Guards Aldershot 11/1/1914.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59887] **£85**

Memoir of tour of duty with 1st Bn. King’s African Rifles in Nyasaland 1926-27: service “up country,” shikar &c., with an account of the origin, services & habits of the KAR. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59929] **£25**

72. **HARFORD-BATTERSBY (Charles F., MA, MD) Pilkington of Uganda.** 2nd Ed. (corrected), xvi+346+vpp., 2 portraits, 2 fldg. maps, sketch map. Marshall Bros. [1898].
Missionary work in Uganda during 1890s, inc. disturbances such as Unyoro Campaign. Orig. dec. green cloth, little rubbed/worn, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54638] **£20**
73. JOHNSON (Trooper L.H.) The Duke of Lancaster's Own Yeomanry Cavalry, 23rd Co., I.Y., A Record of Incidents Connected with the Services of the First Contingent of the D.L.O.Y.C. in the South African Campaign of 1899-1900-1901-1902; of interest also to the Westmorland & Cumberland Yeomanry, 24th Co., I.Y., who were our Partners & Comrades-in-Arms. 1st Ed., 158pp., portrait frontis., several col. sketches by the author, col. endpiece of QSA. Published by the author. 1902. Charming & interesting privately published history with nominal rolls of each Troop. Orig. red dec. cloth, front board lightly ring marked, lacks ffep & fldg. map, o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57748] £95

74. MACDONALD (Donald) How We Kept the Flag Flying: The Story of the Siege of Ladysmith. 1st Ed., xi+303pp., portrait frontis., plates. Ward Lock & Co. 1900 Detailed account of the siege operations by the correspondent of the Melbourne Age present with the besieged force. Orig. dec. blue cloth, little rubbed,. lacks ffep & rear ep damaged, o/w sound. [Ref: 54740] £45

75. POOLE (Eva Travers Evered) The Life & Letters of a Soldier. 2nd Ed., enlarged, 136pp., 12mo, portrait frontis. Nisbet & Co. 1882 Memoir & letters of George Stunt who served in the ranks of 60th Rifles (KRRC) inc. 3rd Bn. in Zulu War 1879 & Transvaal 1881 when KiA at Ingogo River. Stunt was a Christion zealot & his letters are full of praise to the glory of God & so forth, but this edition also contains his diary of the Transvaal campaign from 1st-28th Jan. (battle of Laing’s Nek), a brief but useful factual account discovered with Stunt’s body by Cpl. Farmer, VC, of the Army Hospital Corps (it had not been received in time to be included in the 1st Edition). Orig. red cloth, gilt, contents rather loose in case. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59998] £45

76. ROBINSON (Cdr. C.N., RN) Ed. Celebrities of the Army. 1st Ed., [iii]+144pp., 4to, 72 col. plates. Newnes. 1900 Useful biographies & coloured portraits (from photographs) of 72 senior British army officers of the Boer War, mostly then holding commands in South Africa. Contemp. qtr. black morocco, green cloth sides, gilt title to front board, little rubbed & worn, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57738] £35

77. SPURGIN (K.B.) On Active Service with the Northumberland & Durham Yeomanry, under Lord Methuen. (South Africa, 1900-1901). 4 Vols., xi+323pp., 15 plates. Printed for the Author by the Walter Scott Pub. Co. 1902 Campaigning with the IY, with roll of the Northumberland Hussars & Durham County contingents, showing those wounded &c. Attractive orig. dec. cloth, gilt, lacking ffep, little rubbed but VG & inscribed by the author. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55653] £75

78. VERNER (Col. W.) Ed. The Rifle Brigade Chronicle 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902. 4 Vols., xi+203, xiv+409, xii+184 & viii+183pp., 98 photos., 4 fldg. maps. For the Regt. Contemp. Detailed annual regimental records inc. services of 1st, 2nd & latterly 4th Bns. in Boer War, with maps, campaign photos., rolls of those mentioned in despatches, obits. & portraits of officers &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, including substantial 1900 ‘Centenary Double Number’ (commemorating 100 years of the Rifle Brigade) with rolls of officers who served in South Africa, much detail on Siege of Ladysmith, Bergendal &c. Also notes on Crimean memorials & other matters of regimental history. All vols. in orig. green cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. There is no distinct history of the RB covering the Boer War. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57658] £120


OTHER CAMPAIGNS & WARS


85. DURAND (Sir M.) The Life of Field-Marshal Sir George White, V.C., G.C.B., G.C.S.I., G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O., G.C.I.E., O.M., D.C.L., LL.D. 1st Ed., 2 Vols., x+448 & viii+328pp., portrait frontis. to each Vol., 23 illus., 15 maps. Blackwood. 1915 Distinguished services including Indian Mutiny with the Inniskillings at Fort Attock &c.; Afghanistan 1879-80 with the Gordon Highlanders (VC at Charasia; march from Kabul to Kandahar; Siege of Sherpur &c.); Nile 1884; brigade commander in Burma 1885-86; conducted Zhob Valley Expedition, 1890-91; C-in-C in India, 1893-98; Boer War (Siege of Ladysmith &c.). Orig. red cloth, gilt, ex-circ. lib., rather rubbed & worn, & the sp. gilt of Vol. II darkened, sound however, & very scarce. Inexpensive set. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59999] £90
86. HOWARD (Maj.-Gen. Sir Francis, KCB, KCMG) Reminiscences 1848-1890. 1st Ed., x+310pp., portrait frontis. Murray. 1924
Commissioned RB 1866: 4th Bn. Canada 1866, Jowaki 1877-78, Afghan War 1878-79 & Burma 1888-89 all contained in these memoirs. Orig. green cloth gilt, rather worn, ex-circ. lib., sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59994] £25

87. LAKE (Col. Atwell, CB) Kars & Our Captivity in Russia. With Letters from Gen. Sir W.F. Williams, Bart., of Kars, KCB; Major Teesdale CB; & The Late Captain Thompson, CB. 1st Ed., xv+367pp., portrait frontis. (General Williams) & portrait of the author facing p.186). Richard Bentley. 1856
As one of a number of British officers seconded to the Turkish Army in 1855 the author, late of the Madras Engineers, was largely responsible for the fortifications at Kars, where the Turkish Contingent was besieged for around five months in the last major operations of the Crimean War. Upon the capitulation of Kars Lake was for about a year a prisoner of war in Russia, events of this period being recounted herein. Contemp. half light brown calf, sp. richly gilt with raised bands & claret leather lettering label, marbled sides & endpapers, little rubbed but nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59918] £275

Memoirs of one of the premier war correspondents of the era inc. Russo-Turkish War 1877; Russo-Japanese War, &c. This is largely a record of interesting personalities whom he met. Orig. blue cloth, gilt. little rubbed & worn, especially sp., generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58679] £25

TRAINING MANUALS & WORKS OF INSTRUCTION

Orig. red cloth, titled in black. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54664] £25

90. Handbook for the Territorial Forces. 156pp., 18 plates. Printed & Published by Harrison & Sons. 1910
Commercially produced handbook intended “to present in one volume simple explanations of the duties which fall to a company officer & group leaders... primarily for Infantry...” Sections on General Principles; Minor Tactics & Miscellaneous (Field Fortification, Map Reading, Scouting, Appreciation of Situation, &c.) with Appendix noting Establishment of a Company & Bn., Field Kits for Officers & Men, Regimental Transport & Supply, &c. Orig. patterned boards, gilt to front & sp., VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59879] £45

French translation of 18th Century Prussian Army manual of strategy, formations &c. Contemp. half red morocco, VG ex-RE lib. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56240] £75

92. ROBINSON (Capt. Ernest H.) Rifle Training for War: A Textbook for Local Defence Volunteers. Revised & Brought up to date by Gordon R. King, Late Arm.-QM-Sgt., RMA, &c. 8th Ed., xiii+84pp., 137x110mm, several sketches & diagrams. Cassell. August 1940
One of the the earlier commercial manuals aimed at Home Guards (when still called the LDV): no less than eight editions printed in July-August 1940, testifying to huge demand. Orig. wraps., VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57807] £15
Including Field Forification; Tools, Paterials & Their Employment; Working Parties & Their Tasks; Improvements of the Field of Fire.; Earthworks; Obstacles; Defence of Localities & Positions, &c. Orig. red cloth covd. boards, rather serviceworn but sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57702] £20

Many good sketches & diagrams. Orig. red cloth, VG with contemp. ownership inscrip. of ii Lieut. H.L. Preece RE. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57796] £20

Indian Army edition of signal training manual differing from the British version in various details inc. equipment in use. Interestinfg diagrams &c. Orig. maroon canvas covd. boards, gilt to sp., little speckled o/w VG, nice copy & unusual survival with ink ownership inscrip. of Lt. C.D. Webber, who was attached to 20th D.C.O. Infantry (Brownlow’s Punjabis) 1917-18. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55752] £45

96. GRENADIER Notes on Elementary Field Training, Part I: Including The Attack; The Defence & Trench Making; Outposts [together with:] Part II: Including The Uses of the Entrenching Tool; Notes on Advanced, Rear & Flank Guards; Economy of Ammunitin; Wood Fighting; The Use of Cover. 2 Vols., both in printed cards wraps., 54pp. with several sketches & 55pp. with several sketches. High Rees. 1917
A pair of scarce commercially sold manuals: Preface to each vol. (dated 1915) states of the author: “Having recently returned from the Front, he has been able to incorporate the results of experience there.” Both items VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54712] £60

97. SOLANO (E. John) Ed. Camps, Billets, Cooking, Ceremonial, Sanitation, Organization, Routine, Guard Duties, Inspection, Bivouacs. Written by an Officer of the Regular Army & Ed. by E. John Solano. 1st Ed., x+230pp., 30 illus. Murray. 1914
One of John Murray’s ‘Imperial Army Series’ of useful commercial pocket manuals, ‘based on official manuals,’ “intended for the newly-raised units of the Regular Army & for the TF & the Military Forces of the Dominions.” Orig. khaki canvas covd. boards, VG with ownership inscrip. of the writer Alan Sillitoe. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57817] £20

Earlier editions were entitled ‘Instructions for the Training of Divisions for Offensive Action.’ This edition ‘Issued down to: Battalions, Batteries, Squadrons,’ includes Preliminary Measures (training, planning & preparing for attack) & Execution of the Attck (much matter from bombardments & infantry dispositions to tank & aircraft cooperation &c., together with Appendices on various subjects from prisoners & wounded to documents & maps. The last word on the supremely honed tactics of the 100 Days. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60042] £65
THE FIRST WORLD WAR: GENERAL HISTORY & MEMOIRS

   The organisation & work of the Ambulance in France & Flanders 1914-15, together with portraits & service details of various members of the unit. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. dull o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59903] £25

100. **From Dug-out & Billet: An Officer’s Letters to His Mother.** 1st Ed., [iii]+190pp. Hurst & Blackett. 1916
    Anonymous letters (signed “Chota”) supposedly of a regular major, product of Wellington & Sandhurst, whose death is reported in a WO telegram, there also being condolence letters from his colonel &c., but quite possibly fiction. Atmospheric of the period & rather scarce. Orig. grey cloth, gilt, little rubbed, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59928] £35

101. **Geoffrey Watkins Smith.** 1st Ed., 219pp., 197x133mm, portrait frontis., 7 plates.
    Oxford: Printed for Private Circulation. 1917
    Geoffrey Watkins Smith was born in 1881 at Beckenham, Kent. He was a Scholar at Winchester and New College, Oxford, taking a First and becoming a Fellow and Tutor at New College. A distinguished zoologist, he was commissioned in 13th (Service) Battalion, Rifle Brigade, in 1914 & commanded “A” Coy. in France until his death on the Somme on 10th July 1916 during the battalion’s attack at Contalmaison. He was thirty-four years old and is buried in Pozières Military Cemetery. This memorial contains around 60pp. letters in training & at the front; also biography, lists of scientific publications &c. Grey paper covd. boards with wheat cloth backstrip. Number 116 of 125 individually numbered copies printed, “Each copy is to be numbered & presented to a near relation or intimate friend & the name inscribed.” This copy presented to G.F. Simonds, who also was at New College & served in the war at a Lt. with 2/4th Berkshire Regt. & MGC until invalided in August 1916. Minor wear, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57832] £225

    Sedding was born in 1882, Ed. at Radley & on leaving was “providentially prevented, by rejection on medical grounds, from entering a Bank as a clerk,” instead began an apprenticeship in an art studio & proving a to be a gifted art metal worker he later opened his own workshop near Oxford Circus. He also travelled in Europe and India. Enlisted Norfolk Regiment Aug. 1914, to France in May 1915, wounded near Hohenzollern Redoubt 11/10/15 & DOW on 23rd inst. whilst serving as a Lance Cpl. in the 7th (Service) Battalion. Contains accounts of his work & pre-war travels, letters from the Front 1915, at Plugstreet & Loos. Red cloth, gilt title to front and spine, little marking & wear to sp., generally VG, rare, & inscribed “With best wishes from D.M. and E.D. Sedding. Duxhurst. Christmas 1917.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60023] £225

    Memoir containing most interesting letters from the front 1916-18 (describing aspects of trench warfare such as raids & patrols & presenting an authentic veteran’s view of the Western Front inc. Somme & Passchendaele). Ed. at Eton & joined Scots Guards Sept. 1915: 1st Bn. in France from June 1916, serving with them up until his death apart from some time attd. to brigade staff. MC & bar; KiA 27/9/18. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55677] £145

Daniel Edward Bradby, born at Rugby in 1896, the son of a Rugby School housemaster (H.C. Bradby, compiler of the volume) & educated there, was commissioned in the Rifle Brigade in 1914 & joined the 9th (S) Bn. in France in Dec. 1915; became O.C. “B” Coy. in September 1916 (after the Battle of Flers-Courcelette) & was KIA near the Harp Redoubt during the Battle of Arras on 9th May 1917. He was twenty years old & is buried in Tilloy British Cemetery. Contains around 175pp. letters from the front, also lengthy extracts from various letters of condolence etc. Interestingly contains a (fairly indistinct) photograph of Bradby and another officer near the Harp Redoubt taken on the day of his death. In his final letter to his Mother, written on 8th April 1917 and left with a colleague (“I am giving this letter to some one or other who is staying behind to post if I get knocked out, so I hope you will never read it!”) he wrote: "If I am killed you will at any rate know that I died trying to do my duty, and thinking always of you at home who I love so dearly.” Orig. grey paper covered boards with wheat cloth backstrip & paper sp. label, this sl. chipped o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58579] £245

105. **James Colin MacLehose 2nd Lieut., Rifle Brigade 1897-1917.** 1st Ed., 39pp., 5 portraits, 2 other plates. Glasgow: Printed for Private Circulation at the University Press. 1918

MacLehose was elder son of J.C. Maclehose, publisher to Glasgow University, & his wife Mary. Ed. at Rugby 1911-16; from school he went to the 4th Cadet Bn. at Oxford, was commissioned in the Rifle Brigade in November & joined 16th (S) Bn. in France in Jan. 1917. He was KIA in a night raid east of Ypres on 14th Feb. - rather less than six weeks after arriving - his last words as he was wounded being “Carry on, men, carry on.” He was leading a raiding party and had not even reached the German wire when mortally wounded. The raid failed, the wire being uncut by the artillery preparation. Brown cloth with leather sp. label, another version seen, bound in brown paper covd. boards with gilt title to sp. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57831] £145


Arthur George Heath was born in London in 1887 & educated at the Grocers’ Company’s School & New College, Oxford, becoming, after graduation, a Fellow of the College, then travelled in France and Germany for a year before settling down to teaching modern philosophy. He obtained a commission in the newly raised 6th (Service) Battalion of the Royal West Kent Regiment in 1914, went to France in 1915 & was KIA on 8th October 1915, aged 28, in an attack on Gun Trench near La Bassée. He has no known grave and is commemorated on the Loos Memorial. Contains a memoir, letters in training 1914-15 and from France & Flanders June-October 1915, with much of interest on regimental routine & Active Service: “I would rather have a man take a little risk now and then, firing at what he thinks a loophole or a periscope, than remain forever huddled down behind the sandbags quite indignant if anyone on his side fires a shot, for fear that the Germans shall reply. That is the attitude of a lot of the ex-regular N.C.O.’s especially. This trench life in any case is not good for morale. How does anyone suppose the troops will face the open after it? I think I must take more men out on little expeditions at night, just to get them used to the absence of a parapet...” Orig. apple green cloth, titled in green to spine & New College crest to front. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58580] £145

Important & detailed diary of events in the front line, October-December 1915. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60018] £20


Monumental record of the discussions & decisions of the Hague Peace Conference of 1907, complete with detailed index volume (which also includes index for the 1899 Conference). Orig. maroon cloth, VG ex-reference lib. with just neat & minor markings. Rare set, especially with the Index. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56427] £165

109. **Royal Artillery War Commemoration Book: A Regimental Record written & illustrated for the most part by artillerymen while serving in the line during the Great War.** 1st Ed., xxiv+408pp., folio, col. & b/w plates throughout, sketches &c. Bell. 1920

A superb memorial record that contains numerous accounts of different units & actions, individual experiences &c., in numerous actions on all Fronts, as well as the Roll of Honour of officers. Awesome, immense, well-illustrated compilation & invaluable for the study of the Royal Artillery on the Western Front & elsewhere. Orig. dark blue cloth, gilt to front & sp., excellent copy, fine & scarce thus. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60043] £225

110. **Victor Gordon Tupper, A Brother’s Tribute.** By R.H.T. 1st Ed., [vii]+66pp., 199x138mm, portrait frontis., 7 plates. Printed For Private Circulation Only at the OUP. 1921

Gordon Tupper was born in Ottawa in 1896 but moved to British Columbia where he was Ed. at University School, Victoria, & Highfield, Hamilton: He was the youngest son of the Hon. Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper, KCMG, and Lady Tupper, of Vancouver. “In the summer of 1914 he sat for the entrance examination into the Royal Military College at Kingston” but the result of this is not related and with the outbreak of war he enlisted in the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada, a draft from which helped form the 16th Battalion, Canadian Expeditionary Force, the Canadian Scottish. He was promoted to corporal and was in action at Festubert and Ploegsteert Wood in 1915, then to the Cadet School at St Omer, obtaining a commission in his own regiment in September. He was awarded the Military Cross in 1916 and was Killed in Action commanding No. 3 Coy. on 9th April 1917 during the Battle of Arras, aged 21. He is buried in Ecouvres Military Cemetery, Mont-St Eloi. Contains numerous extracts from his letters from the Front. Orig. blue cloth, paper spine label, VG with presentation inscrip. from Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper, the subject’s father, to Lt.-Col. J. Kenton Mackay. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58623] £145


Dedicated to “The Artists’ Rifles... in the First Battalion of which I have many friends.” Reilly p.100. Orig. red cloth with paper sp. label, minor wear, near VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56357] £25
This edition with intro., notes & glossary contributed by Patrick Beaver. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55597] £25

Very rare privately published memoirs of Capt. Herbert Mayow Adams, MC, who was Ed. at Marlborough & Oxford, embarked for France with 2/8th Worcesters (TF) 24th May 1916. They were part of the 61st (2nd South Midland) Division, & served with this formation on the Western Front until the end of the war, including operations at Fromelles in 1916, the Ancre & Ypres in 1917, the German counter-attack after Cambrai & Somme 1918. By January 1918 Adams was commanding “B” Coy. & was awarded the MC; he afterwards commanded No. 4 Section, “B”Coy., 48th Bn. MGC in France & Italy during 1918. He did not play a part in any major offensives, but his very detailed, matter-of-fact, account of several years of trench warfare, much of it spent in quiet but rarely uneventful sectors, provides a valuable account of war on the Western Front. He frequently mentions officers & men in his unit, & at the end are rolls of “B” Coy., 2/8th Worcesters & his machine-gunners in 48th MG Battalion, as well as a detailed index. Orig. pale mottled paper cvd. boards with wheat cloth backstrip, titled in black to sp., VG & rare privately printed memoirs. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58626] £275

Personal record of a Gallipoli veteran on a St. Barnabas’ battlefield tour/pilgrimage, inc. visits to Mudros, Cape Helles, Anzac & Suvla Bays. It was only through organised tours like these that many grieving relatives were able to visit the countries of their loved ones’ deaths & see their graves & memorials. Orig. green cloth, rare, especially so in dw, although this is chipped & a little torn. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58834] £95

France, her burgeoning Empire & WW1. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58666] £15

1/4th (later 4/5th) Black Watch 1914-18; Pte., NCO, Orderly Room Clerk & CQMS. Commissioned in 1918. Outstanding narrative of Loos, Somme, Ypres &c. by noted provincial journalist & editor (of the Yorkshire Evening Post &c.) knighted in 1954. Orig. cloth, titled in black, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58700] £65

Detailed & absorbing study of the cavalry in wars leading up to 1914 & its role in WW1. Scarce hardback edition, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56290] £45
118. BAKER-CARR (Brig.-Gen. C.D., CMG, DSO) From Chauffeur to Brigadier. 1st Ed., 323pp., portrait frontis., 30 photos. Benn. 1930
Comm. RB 1898, 2nd Bn. in Sudan & Boer War. This memoir concerns WW1 when he founded the Machine Gun school at Camiers, later joined the Heavy Branch MGC & commanded 1st Tank Brigade. Orig. green cloth titled in black, sp. little sunned & worn, generally very sound, about VG, scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56278] £85

Standard assessment of Townshend. VG in sl. chipped dw with label to front paste-down inscribed “Maj.-General D.D.C. Tulloch CB, DSO, MC for whom TOWNSHEND OF KUT may have a special interest. With All good wishes A.J. Barker.” Gifted by the author to Maj.-Gen. Derek Tulloch, Orde Wingate’s Chief of Staff in WW2, & a stalwart defender of his reputation. Contains his neat notes & remarks to rear eps. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59931] £25

Excellent account of Western Front mining from inception through to the victory of Messines. Uncommon 1st. Ed., VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58854] £35

121. BARTRAM (Capt. H.B., RHA) Diary of the Retirement from Mons, August 1914... With a Few Supplementary Letters and Telegrams, A Portrait and A Map. 1st Ed., [vi]+39pp., 192x129mm, portrait frontis., map. Printed For Private Circulation by Longmans, Green & Co. 1915
Harry Brocklesby Bartram was only son of the Rev. Canon and Mrs Henry Bartram; husband of Alice E. Bartram; Ed. at Marlborough and New College, Oxford, commissioned in the Royal Artillery in 1900, promoted Lieutenant in 1901 and Captain in 1909. In August 1914 he was second in command of “E” Battery, Royal Horse Artillery, stationed in Ireland; mobilized and served in the Retreat from Mons until, falling ill on 30th August 1914, he was evacuated to Base Hospital at Nantes then to England where he died at Alexandra Hospital, Cosham, on 16th September. He was thirty-six years old and is buried in Dover (St. Mary’s) New Cemetery. Contains his diary of the 1914 campaign supplemented by extracts from letters to his wife, telegrams relating to his hospitalization and death and long extract from letter of condolence from his battery commander. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in red to front & spine, some fading to boards, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58772] £175

Service with the Mechanical Transport Supply Column of an Indian Cavalry Division on the Western Front from end of 1914 inc. Bethune Sector, Battle of the Somme &c. Scarce & much of interest on L-of-C work. Orig. green cloth, gilt, lacking ffep, little spotted o/w VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52872] £90

Excellent memoir by adjt. of 90th Bde., RGA, including Messines, 3rd Ypres & the German Offensive of March 1918. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59963] £25
   Very good & uncommon memoir of service with 4th East Lancs. One of the best Gallipoli memoirs. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59962] **£25**

125. **BINYON (Laurence) For Dauntless France: An Account of Britain's Aid to the French Wounded & Victims of the War.** Compiled for the British Red Cross Societies & the British Committee of the French Red Cross. 1st Ed., xv+372pp., col.frontis. by Dulac, 5 b/w plates. H&S. nd (c.1918).
   Record of the work of Red Cross & English Canteens in France with much interesting detail on units & war organisations, roll of British subjects on such work up to end of 1917, &c. Orig. pale blue cloth, VG, nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55679] **£30**

126. **BIRMINGHAM (G.A.) [Pseud. of HANNAY (Canon)] A Padre in France.** 1st Ed., 302pp. H&S. nd
   Life behind the lines in hospitals, convalescent camps &c. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52715] **£45**

   Atmospheric personal account of service with 8th Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) in 52nd (Lowland) Div. inc. Battles of Gaza 1917 & campaign in the hills to capture of Jerusalem &c. Then to France in April 1918 & into the line on the Vimy Ridge, then in July the bn. transferred to the 34th Div. & the author was wounded by shrapnel during series of advances near Beugneux (near Soissons). Num. photos. & good coloured sketch maps of Gaza, advance to Jaffa, Vimy District &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & scarce with author inscrip. "Joan & Leslie from E.R.B. June 1934." See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55655] **£225**

   Good personal account by company commander, 12th (Nelson) Coy. NZEF: Gallipoli (ANZAC, Krithia &c., wounded) & Western Front (inc. Battle of the Somme, Fromelles &c.) then to the training centre at Sling where NZ drafts were put through a hard two months' course before posting to the Front, & where NZ wounded were retrained before returning to France."His record is enlivened by humour & is a good representative officer's war-time autobiography." - *Falls*. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57719] **£95**

129. **BROWN (James Ambrose) They Fought for King & Kaiser: South Africans in German East Africa 1916.** 1st Ed., xix+374pp., illus. throughout, several maps. VG in dw. Jo'burg: Ashanti Pubg. 1991
   The Tanganyika campaign &c. A detailed & well-illustrated account. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59898] **£15**

   The epic Zeebrugge Raid, St. George's Day, 1918, in which the author won the VC. Orig. blue cloth, titled in black, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55685] **£15**
Scholarly study of the “fortunes of the civil population on the home front in the different countries at war...” Orig. black cloth, gilt, rather worn & notes to rear eps but very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58709] £45

Personal experiences & reflections of a Canadian Field Artillery officer joining at Val Cartier Camp in 1914, to England & then the Western Front (Ypres Salient &c.). Orig. green cloth, sp. dull o/w VG, inscribed in ink “Compliments of Harper Brothers” & beneath this the author’s signature “Arthur Hunt Chute.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54681] £45

133. CLINT (M.B., ARRC) Our Bit: Memories of War Service by A Canadian Nursing-Sister. 2nd Imp., [v]+177pp. The Alumnae Association of the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal. 1934
AQn early volunteer nurse, the author accompanied the First Canadian Contingent to France in 1914; worked very briefly at St Thomas’ Hospital in London then at First Canadian Hospital in France from November 1914, then to the MEF in 1915, was at Cairo in 1916 & back to France in 1917. A pleasing memoir containing much interesting & atmospheric detail. Orig. dec. blue cloth, sp. tanned o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59876] £65

Western Front memoirs of much decorated fighter pilot (DSO, three DFCs), No. 4 Sqdrn., Australian Flying Corps. Orig. orange cloth, dec. & black titles to front & sp., VG & scarce original edition. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60005] £45

135. COLWILL (R.A.) Through Hell to Victory: From Passchendale to Mons with the 2nd Devons in 1918. 2nd Imp., 272pp. Torquay: Published by the author. 1927
Notably the Devons’ epic stand on the Chemin des Dames, 27 May 1918, when the bn. was collectively awarded the Croix de Guerre. Interesting account of the fighting retreats in the spring of 1918. Orig. green cloth, sp. sunned & little chipped o/w VG: see illustration on our website. [Ref: 54775] £50

Croft went to France in Nov. 1914 commanding a coy. in 1/1st Herts. (TF), 2nd Div., & went into the line at Zonnebeke; fought at Neuve Chapelle, Festubert & Loos in 1915 & became GOC 68th Inf. Bde. in 23rd Div. Feb. 1916. Final chapters describe fighting on the Somme inc. capture of Bailiff Wood & Munster Alley. Orig. cloth, little rubbed & worn but sound & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53781] £65

137. CROWE (Brig.-Gen. J.H.V., CB) General Smuts’ Campaign in East Africa. 1st. Ed., xxiii+289pp., portrait, 4 fldg. maps. Murray. 1918
Crowe commanded the artillery in East Africa during Smuts’ tenure as GOC, Feb. 1916-Jan. 1917. A useful account which includes orders of battle (March 1916) & a table of enemy forces in the field, a description of the country, the problems faced &c. “...one of the few strictly military histories of any real value which appeared while the war was in progress” - Falls. Orig. red cloth, gilt, ex-lib. General Assembly of NZ, with their neat bookplate to pastedown & embossed stamps to front & sp.. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59897] £60
Memoirs of American pilot who enlisted in US Air Service in 1917; sailed to France in Nov. that year as a Cadet in the 15th Foreign Detachment, Aviation Sec., Signal Corps; he was commissioned & died in a crash at the Issoudin Instructional Centre on 29/9/18. Orig. green cloth, sp. sl. rubbed, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54695] £30

Observations on the war, ethics & morality by Western Front bn. & brigade commander (9th Royal Irish Rifles & 119 Inf. Bde), including the question of shooting men for cowardice. Orig. cloth, VG in chipped dw & scarce thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54716] £125

Cruttwell served with 1/4th Berks. & Hew Strachan observes (in Bond [Ed.] The First World War & British Military History) ‘A History of the Great War achieves considerable objectivity given the degree to which its author was personally scarred by that war.’ Passages drawing on Cruttwell’s own experiences in France are particularly eloquent. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55652] £15

Frank Cunningham landed was engaged at the first & second battles Ypres, also at Loos where he was wounded on a patrol, reached Australian Hospital, Wimereux, suffering from gsw to abdomen, leg and arm, but DoW on 1st October & is buried in Wimereux Communal Cemetery. Short biographical introduction followed by letters and diary extracts describing his active service experience: an interesting account of the work of his regiment. Grey printed card wrappers with title to front board, edges chipped but neatly repaired & neat replacement card sp., VG thus & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 58905] £165

Very rare memoirs privately published in a small limited edition. Lionel George Archer Cust, 85th Batt. RFA, was captured in the Catacombs, Ploegsteert, 11th April 1918 during the Lys offensive, whilst acting as liaison officer to 7th Inf. Bde. He describes ops. around Messines 7-11 April then experiences of capture & life at Rastatt & Graudenz PoW camps. VG, with advert loosely inserted offering copies at 5/-, available from the printer at Eton College, the author’s father at Datchet, & Hatchards. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53917] £145

1918 ops. inc. Villers Bretonneux, Amiens &c. Includes tables of the infantry bns. of the five Australian divisions. Orig. red cloth, titled in black to sp. & front, little rubbed & worn, about VG & uncommon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55642] £75
Including much on Gallipoli where Allanson commanded 6th GR until wounded in Dec. 1915. Later Western Front. VG in dw. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56345] £45

145. DAY (Henry C., MC) Macedonian Memories. 1st Ed., 196pp., 18 illus., ep map. VG in chipped dw. Heath Cranton. 1930
Chaplain in Salonika 1916-18 with 7th Mtd. Bde. attached to Derby Yeomanry & senior RC Padre to 1st Div. in France from May 1918. Orig. purple cloth, gilt, VG in chipped dw (& scarce in dw). See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57677] £65

Doctor at a base hospital in France then MO to 3rd Bn. Grenadier Guards from mid-1917 to 1918. "Mr Dearden, a well-known writer, served as a medical officer on the Western Front. The chief fault to be found with his diary is that it is in fact not a diary at all, for the entries are undated. Otherwise it is good. The little trivial incidents of life in a base hospital, 'the daily round, the common task,' are described in an interesting way. The operating ward is dealt with impressively but with dignity. The later sketches of the line are equally good. Mr Dearden writes well & thinks sanely" - Falls. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG & uncommon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58604] £75

Illustrated record of the German Army in the East African campaign, originaly published by the author in German language in 1932: this reprint containing English translation (by Robert E. Dohrenwend) of the original introduction & endnotes. Dec. laminated boards, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59942] £30

148. DUNCAN (Rev. James, MA, CF) With the C.L.B. Battalion in France. 1st Ed., xv+106pp., fldg. frontis. (photo. of th 16th KRRC on parade). Skeffington. 1917
A personal account of experiences & impressions with the 16th (S) Bn. KRRC (Church Lads Bn.) On Active Service from Nov. 1915 & through 1916 & its 'blooding' on the Somme. Some extracts “From an Officer's Diary” describe the raising & training of the bn. Orig. red cloth, sp. little sunned o/w VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56415] £95

A notable & rare account of front line combat with 2nd Bn. KRRC on the Somme &c. in 1916 until taken PoW at Pozieres on 23rd July, including the battalion's diversionary attack on 'The Triangle,' a fortified arrangement of trenches near Loos on 30th June, when Eyre was one of a band of 40 bombers specially selected & trained to lead the assault: “we were upon them with bayonet, club & trench-knife, & in a few instants we were pounding on over their dead bodies...” he wrote. The sleeve notes record that the author, one of the few survivors of the Messinia earthquake, enlisted in the KRRC in 1914 when he was 18 years old, served with the 7th (S) Bn. in 1915, when wounded, and was “a journalist, wanderer in the far corners of the Empire, sailor before the mast... lecturer & propagandist, supporter of lost causes.” Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58769] £125
German Chief of Staff responsible for inter alia Verdun & the early Somme battles. Highly regarded by Falls who awarded two stars. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53726] **£45**

Acclaimed standard account of the 1916 battle. Very nice copy in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55546] **£15**

152. **FEDDEN** (Marguerite) *Sisters’ Quarters: Salonika*. 1st Ed., 221pp., 9 woodblock scenes by F.V. Carpenter, Lt. RFC, late Salonika Force. VG in dw. Grant Richards. 1921
After serving with the YMCA in France (described in From an Abbeville Window) Fedden was a VAD in Salonika 1916-18. This is by far the scarcer of the two books. Orig. blue cloth, titled in black, VG in rubbed/chipped but neatly renovated & rare dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59273] **£225**

Author served on van Deventer’s staff 1916-18. “He has written a good general account of the long campaign in the theatre” - Falls. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55567] **£25**

Quite superb, very detailed yet very readable account. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58573] **£30**

In a series of popular boys’ stories, ‘Tom Slade, Boy Scout’ &c. In this story he is a pilot in the First World war. Nice copy in attractive illustrated dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53921] **£35**

Invaluable introduction to the subject, only published in this pbk. form. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56392] **£15**

Atmospheric account of tank fighting in WW1. The author, serving with the Tank Corps twenty years afterwards, benefited from much contact with tank veterans of the Western Front. VG in sl. & torn chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59881] **£15**
158. FRASER (Edward) & GIBBONS (John) Comps. Soldier & Sailor Words & Phrases: Including Slang of the Trenches & the Air Force; British & American War Words & Service Terms & Expressions in Everyday Use; Nicknames, Sobriquets & Titles of Regiments, with their Origins; The Battle Honours of the Great War awarded to the British Army. 1st Ed., vii+372pp., 5 illus. Routledge. 1925
Engaging work packed with interesting info. Orig. red half morocco, gilt, nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55611] £50

Personal account of 1914 volunteer in the 15th London Regt., Civil Service Rifle, twice wounded in France. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55572] £20

The great ‘tankophile’ was Chief General Staff Officer of the Tank Corps 1916-16 & a constant & vocal advocate of the mechanised arm. This important work largely devoted to 1914-18, tanks & the operations in which they were used. Orig. red cloth, titled in black (second issue binding), minor wear, VG copy & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52668] £145

Personal account of mobilization in 1914, Mons, the Retreat, Marne, Aisne & 1st Ypres with 4th Royal Fusiliers until wounded 11th Nov. 1914. Publishers’ Note explains that Gaunt joined the Army in 1912 & “the narrative was written up while in hospital from a rough diary, & is published as written... Gaunt was transferred to the 3rd Norfolk Regt. on being discharged from hospital in 1915, & eventually was discharged from the Army in Sept., 1916, on account of wounds received in action during the period covered by this bald, unvarnished chronicle...” Orig. printed wraps., VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58771] £95

Author enlisted in a cyclist bn. on the Isle of Wight in 1914, was commissioned in the RGA then trans. to REs for wireless intelligence work; commanded an Army Intelligence Station near Devizes & then a section in Egypt, Cyprus & Salonika. Scarce & unusual memoir, a little chipped. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58780] £60

Gladstone, grandson of William Ewart Gladstone & himself a MP, was born in 1885, Ed. at Eton & New College Oxford, commissioned in Royal Welch Fusiliers (SR) in 1914, attached to 1st Bn. in France and killed by a sniper near Laventie on 13th April 1915. Initially buried where he fell, his body was then brought home & reinterred at Hawarden, following a showy and elaborate funeral procession through the town which provoked controversy over use of privilege that ensured that almost no other soldier’s body was subsequently repatriated during the Great War. Contains biography & about 12pp. letters from the Front during the month he spent there followed by extracts from various appreciations &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, some staining, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59993] £60
164. **GLAESER (Ernst) Class 1902.** 2nd Imp. of 1st Eng. Ed, 326pp. VG in dw with publisher’s promotional wraparound band. Secker. 1929
   The boys of Germany born in 1902, due for call-up had the war lasted longer. *Falls* gives a lengthy review: “...It has been highly praised in Germany & has indeed a good deal of merit. Yet one cannot think that all the sentiments attributed to the boys of the war were realy theirs at the time... Sexual licence & sexual perversity, so common in German fiction of this period, take all too large a place...” Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in attractive patterned dw with publisher’s wraparound band with quote from *Guardian* review: “As fine an achievement as any war-novelist has accomplished.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52889] **£60**

   Royal Dublin Fus. 1886, served in Rhodesia, Boer War (inc. Mafeking), commanded ANZAC Corps on Gallipoli & XXII Corps on the Western Front (Messines, Passchendaele, Somme 1918 &c.). Orig. green cloth gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56251] **£45**

   In his Preface the author states that “Most of what I have written deals with the years 1914-22 & is taken from brief diaries made at the time...” He was Attaché to the Military Household of the King of Belgium, Leopold I, 1915-20, & in 1914, went to Belgium with a consignment of material for the relief of Belgian refugees; was present at the Siege of Antwerp, where he had several meetings with the First Sea Lord - Winston Churchill - & also met Col. Seely for the first time (he became Seely’s Orderly Officer, & Seely writes in the Foreword that “I owed so much to his kindly help & fearless action during the brief but dramatic siege of Antwerp in 1914”). This period is described with much interesting detail in the main text & the Appendix reproduces his diary of events at Antwerp from 6th-12th October 1914, being a contemporary Report requested by Churchill. Most interesting on this period & other events of the author’s life. VG & scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59912] **£65**

   Gray was a ‘gentleman ranker’ Ed. at Rugby School who practised as a solicitor. He served as Liberal MP for Oxford 1922-24 but was unseated following a corruption scandal (of which he was eventually acquitted). He enlisted in 1916 & served with the 8th (S) Bn. Royal Berkshire Regt., was for some time attached to the O&BLI, & with III Corps Intelligence. Interesting account of training & posting to France, Battle of Passchendaele 1917, March Retreat 1918 &c. After the war (until elected to Parliament) he worked as a farm labourer & tramped (he published *The Tramp: His Meaning & Being* in 1931). Lacking both front & rear free endpapers o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54744] **£145**

Heavily Extra-Illustrated Copy

   Important illustrated source on the aircraft of all nations at this time: Part A - Aeroplanes & Airships of the World. Part B - Historical Aeroplanes of the Last Fourteen Years. Part C - The World’s Aero-Engines. The British section includes roll of aviators killed previous to the outbreak of the 1914 war, also a roll of the 2253 Aviator’s Certificates granted by the Royal Aero Club of Great Britain up to January 1916, at which date “the publication of certificates
was wisely stopped by the Admiralty & War Office, as likely to indicate to the enemy the numbers of aviators available.” The roll contains the pilot’s certificate number, rank & regiment, date test taken, type of machine used & location. As well as types of machine, various other matter re aerodromes & manufacturing companies, abbreviatiobns, &c., with complete indexes of aeroplanes & dirigibles. Orig. blue cloth, silver gilt to front & sp., sp. little rubbed & sl. chipped o/w VG & rare, & this copy muchly extra-illustrated with contemp. news clippings &c., inc. 4 coloured postcards of machine, plus ms. notes. (Some of the extra illus. overlaying portions of adverts, most utilising blank spaces.) Nice, interesting copy. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 55579] £225


Army recruitment in WW1: the raising of the New Armies, the National Service campaign &c., sEt alongside industrial & other requirements. Scarce vol. in the acclaimed “War, Armed Forces & Society” series. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58720] £25


BE2c pilot with 16 Sqdrn. RFC, Western Front from 1915; shot down, PoW & escaped, cmd. 56 Sqdrn. in 1918. Orig. red cloth, gilt to front & sp., sp. gilt a little dulled o/w VG & scarce 1st Edition. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59902] £45


Haig’s despatches whilst C-in-C of the BEF, including St Eloi, Somme, Arras, Ypres, Cambrai, &c., & the important ‘Final Despatch’ which includes Haig’s survey of the entire course of the war on the Western Front. Orig. red cloth, little worn & marked, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53742] £45


Gordon Highlanders 1882; NWF, Boer War (escaped from PoW camp with Churchill). Commanded 10th Inf. Bde. & 3rd Div., France 1914-16; VI Corps France 1916-18 (includes Retreat from Mons, Battles of Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai & Final Advance in 1918); GOC Mesopotamia 1920-21. Orig. red cloth, sp. chipped, o/w sound, inscribed To my old friend from Aylmer Haldane, ink stamp of Eton Manor, Middleton Stoney, generally VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57631] £50

The Photographer’s Copy


Fine, detailed & exceptionally well illustrated account by Asistant Director of I.W.T. in Mesopotamia, mainly ferrying supplies in a large number of vessels on the Tigris & Euphrates: this was a crucial aspect of the campaign as these main arteries were used for almost all supplies as well as transhipment of troops & evacuation of casualties. Includes descriptions of the Waterways of Mesopotamia, Departmental & Sectional Organisation of the I.W.T., casualty roll (all ranks, noting date of death & where buried), roll of awards & much other interesting data. Orig. brown cloth, gilt, expertly recased with orig. sp. panel


175. HAWKS (Ellison, 2nd Lt., RFA) A Subaltern’s Letters from the Somme. 1st Ed., viii+167pp., portrait frontis., 6 plates. Printed for the Author by Clowes & Sons. 1917 Letters from the Somme front Feb.-July 1916 inc. atmospheric account of artillery activities in spring of 1916, work at the OP &c., the bombardment prior to assault at Thiepval on 1/7/16 &c. Ellison Hawks was born in 1889 & despite leaving grammar school at 15 to work as a clerk with the Commercial Union in Leeds forged a parallel career as a writer of popular science books (such as ‘The Boys’ Book of Astronomy’). In 1914 he enlisted as a despatch rider in the RNAS, received a commission in the RFA of the 49th (West Riding) Division, was gassed on the Somme in July 1916 (putting an end to his active service in the Great War). His remarkable career as author, publicist, photographer, editor continued almost up to his death in 1971. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, interesting & rare privately printed work. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58883] £145


180. **HODGKINSON (Dr. Peter E.) British Infantry Battalion Commanders in the First World War.** 1st Ed., xiv+250pp., several tables. VG in dw. Ashgate. 2015
An intriguing scholarly assessment of this important tier of command, from the old Regulars of the BEF in 1914 - who either became casualties or were promoted to higher ranks - & the quality, experiences & efficacy of their successors. Much of great interest on Western Front operations throughout the war. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59906] £45

Rare novel of the Gallipoli campaign, of which the author had immense experience as a junior officer of Drake Bn., RND, surviving to the final evacuation on 8-9 Jan. 1916. Orig. wheat cloth, blocked in red, nice copy, VG & inscribed by the author: “With very kindest regards Sincerely yours W.E. Stanton Hope Bad Godesburg Aug. 1936.” See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 58882] £120

The Konigsberg & her crew in East Africa: after she was sunk in the Rufiji the crew salved her guns & fought them with Von Lettow Vorbeck for the ensuing three years. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59896] £20

Largely Western Front memoirs. Pre-1914 1st KOSB Egypt, Sudan, India then in 1914 served with 2nd Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders as machine-gun officer: later to the MGC, commanding the 33rd Battalion, awarded DSO & MC. Hutchison, a prolific author, is chiefly remembered for his battalion’s defence of Meteren in April 1918 (somewhat devalued by his repetition of the story at every available opportunity) & his post-war espousal of fascism. Author was, among other accomplishments, a war artist (his history of the 33rd Bn. MGC includes num. col. plates & b/w sketches by him, as do other works). This copy bears a rather nice ink self-portrait sketch, in wartime garb, to ffep, alongside ink inscrip. “Graham Seton Hutchison Dec. 1934.” Orig. blue cloth, sp. sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59874] £125

With a Self-Portrait of the Author

Descriptions of the F&F battlefields, with personal experiences (commanding 33rd Bn. MGC) intermingled. VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55617] £35

Nice copy in dustwrapper

Scarce, detailed & interesting regimental officer’s impressions & experiences of the campaign in 1914 based on the diary he kept at the time while serving with 1st Bn. Loyal North Lancashire Regt. in 2nd Bde., 1st Div., inc. mobilisation, Mons, Marne, Aisne, Ypres &c. until invalided in February 1915. Orig. blue cloth, titled in black to front board, near fine in VG dw & scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59856] £145
186.  JONES (Lt. [Henry] Paul [Mainwaring]) War Letters of a Public-School Boy. With a Memoir by His Father. 1st Ed., vi+280pp., portrait, 7 plates. Cassell. 1918
Jones was Ed. at Dulwich & Balliol. Poor vision prevented a combatant commission but he joined the ASC in April 1915 & served in France from July that year, with 9th Cavalry Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division: almost one year later he was transferred to the Divisional Supply Column as Supply Officer then to command an ammunition working-party on the Somme. In February 1917 he secured a transfer to the Machine Gun Corps Heavy Branch – the Tank Corps – & served with “C” (or 3rd) Battalion at Arras then was killed in action on 31st July 1917 (first day of the Third Battle of Ypres): “when advancing with his tank north-east of Ypres, he was killed by a sniper’s bullet.” He was incredibly unlucky as, according to Cpl. Jenkins, 2ic of his tank, the bullet entered the tank through a port-hole and hit him in the head. He has no known grave & is commemorated on the Menin Gate. Contains detailed biographical notes and some 120pp. observant war letters for eighteen months at the front. Orig. green cloth, titled in black, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59251] £75

Fine personal account of service with Staff of 110th Bde. (37th & 21st Divs.) comprising the 6, 7, 8 & 9 Leicesters. Especially good on Bazentin Wood 14/7/16 & Polygon Wood in 1917. Orig. green cloth, gilt, lacking ffep o/w VG, comparatively good copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52736] £65

A detailed & well-illustrated complete study of the Battle of the Aisne, 1914. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60008] £15

Chaplain with the 7th Div. 1914-15: an account of his experiences with chapters including “The Care of the Wounded,” “Work at the Base” &c. Orig. red cloth, lacks ffep & part of rear ep o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53737] £20

Personal account by 1917 conscript in the HAC, posted to 2nd Bn., 7th Div., & fought at 3rd Ypres &c. then to Italy from Nov. 1917 ‘til the end of the war. Orig. red cloth, minor wear, VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52709] £65

Ed. at Rothesay Academy & entered Glasgow Univ. in 1914. Commissioned 1915 in the Cameronians; to 9th (S) Bn. in France, May 1916 & returned in Sept. on transfer to the MGC. In April 1917 he requested to transfer back to his original regiment. Joined 2nd Bn. in June 1917 & took over “A” Coy. during 3rd Ypres. After a period of sick leave he returned to France for the last time in Jan. 1918 & was wounded in a counter-attack behind Meharicourt Village, 27/3/18 & DoW the same day. A detailed memoir utilising his letters during training, at the front &c. which includes letters from other officers explaining the circumstances of his wounding & death. Orig. tartan paper covd. boards with paper label & green cloth backstrip with gilt title, a little worn but scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58582] £225
Author was professor of History at Florida International University. He addresses the effect of modern, industrialised war, “Based on the firsthand accounts of German, French, British & American front-line soldiers...” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56249] £35

Sketches of service life in the war. Uncommon. Sp. chipped o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55708] £30

Classic French account of 1914 in the ranks of an artillery unit armed with the famous 75mm. Battles of the Marne, Aisne &c. Author was KiA 1916. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53950] £35

195. ** Nice copy in dustwrapper **

Heath Cranton. 1933
Excellent personal memoir: author joined Brecknockshire Bn., SWB, 1914 & served in Aden, then commissioned 15th (S) Bn. Cheshire Regt., 35th Div., Western Front from 1916 & contains much of interest on fighting in the Ypres Salient 1917-18: most absorbing & highly recommended. Orig. dec. cloth, VG in dw & scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60034] £145

197. **LOCK (Major H.O.) With the British Army in the Holy Land.** 1st Ed., ix+149pp., 5 maps. VG in little worn dw. Scott. 1919
Egypt/Sinai 1914-15, Mesopotamia 1915; but mainly Palestine campaign 1917-18, serving with the Dorset Regt. inc. Battles of Gaza, capture of Jerusalem &c. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG with very neat ink ownership inscrip. of “Bill Molyneux. M.G. Cpl. No. 5 (Special Purpose) Coy. Imperial Camel Corps.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58815] £50

Just one part of a valuable series of semi-official histories written & published under the auspices of the Royal Colonial Institute with the active co-operation of the Colonial Office, the Dominions & Colonies. Interesting accounts of the contribution made by each colony, with num. statistics &c. This version is the India section only of Volume V (which also included: Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, Egypt & Palestine, Aden, Ceylon, Malaya & China). Includes accounts of the IA’s operations in France & Flanders; Gallipoli; Egypt; Mesopotamia & East Africa, & ancillary matter. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. & parts of covers faded, generally VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60013] £45

Experiences at Loos with the 18th Londons (London Irish Rifles), wounded. Orig. green cloth, minor wear, about VG & most unusually signed by the author in ink on title page: **Patrick MacGill** (the printed authorship ruled through in the same ink hand, as sometimes seen with author inscribed works). See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 51778] £75
Harold Edward Howse was born in Port Elizabeth, South Africa, 1894, descendant of an 1820 settler. He was Ed. at Rondebosch High School, the Grey Institute at Port Elizabeth & Rhodes University College, Grahamstown. He took a full part in university life: Debating Society, joint-editor of the Magazine, on the Students’ Representative Council, Rugby football etc., narrowly missing 1st Class Honours when he graduated in history in 1913. He then obtained a job “in a business house,” but “From the uncongenial atmosphere of commerce he was released by the calling out of the Defence Force in the first month of the War.” He served on Garrison duty at Cape Town with Prince Alfred’s Guard, but after some eight months active duty was released & became a school teacher. However, later in 1915 he decided to go to England & obtain a commission. In March 1916 he joined an Officer Cadet Battalion at Lichfield, was commissioned in the Berkshire Regiment (SR) in August, posted to the 2nd Battalion in France & gassed at Les Boeufs in November. Rejoining his battalion the following spring he was killed in action 16th Aug. 1917 during the Third Battle of Ypres, has no known grave & is commemorated on the Tyne Cot Memorial. He was posthumously Mentioned in Despatches. A detailed biographical memoir quoting extensively from his letters from leaving South Africa in Jan. 1916 & throughout his training & active service 1916-1917, including the experience of being gassed, the German retreat on the Somme in early 1917 &c. Orig. dec. wraps., nice clean copy & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60024] £145

Excellent, detailed memoirs. Macready was commissioned in the Gordon Highlanders 1881 & served in Egypt 1882 (Battle of Tel-el-Kebir &c.) with the 1st Bn., then with the 2nd Bn. in the Boer War (Siege of Ladysmith) & on the Staff. Appointed Asst. AG at the War Office in 1907 & helped form the TF. He then commanded a Brigade before returning to Staff duties. In 1914 he was sent to France as Adjutant-General of the BEF, then in 1916 became AG to the Forces & was an influential figure in supporting Haig’s efforts on the Western Front. In 1920 he was sent to command troops in Ireland, there fighting a counter-insurgency war against the IRA during the Irish War of Independence. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sps. sunned, some staining, o/w VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58587] £75

Malins was Ed. at King Edward’s High School, Birmingham, where he was a member of the OTC. Went from school to an Officer Cadet Bn., aged, 18, commissioned in the South Wales Borderers in Sept. 1917 & joined the 2nd Bn. in France in November. Interesting letters &c. in training & from the Western Front, from Base Depot to Front Line Trenches, from Nov, 1917 until DoW 12/4/18 in the German Lys Offensive, after being hit in the stomach by a sniper’s bullet. Contains interesting letters in training & from the Western Front, from Base Depot & a Musketry Course to front line trenches from Nov. 1917 onwards, concluding with letters of condolence including accounts of his wounding & death. VG & scarce memorial, orig. brown cloth, blocked black. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59911] £145
Somewhat self-aggrandizing account by the British ‘Official Kinematographer to the War Office’ who shot much of the cine film of the Western Front. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56223] £20

Marder argues that the RN was near to victory in its attack on 18 March 1915, & might have succeeded at a second attempt. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60035] £25

Detailed authorized life of Richard Burdon Haldane, 1st Viscount, Sec. of State for War 1905-12 (during which time he started to plan for a Continental war & implemented the Haldane Reforms, which included the establishment of the Imperial General Staff & the creation of an Expeditionary Force); Lord Chancellor 1912-15 but forced to resign over perceived German sympathies; later influential in the Labour Party. Haig called Haldane “the greatest Secretary of State for War England ever had” - the two had worked closely at the War Office during Haldane’s tenure. Nice pair both vols. VG in sl. chipped dws. [Ref: 56337] £75

Nice copy in dustwrapper

205. MAXWELL (Mrs C.) Frank Maxwell, Brig.-General, VC, CSI, DSO: A Memoir & Some Letters. Edited by His Wife. 1st Ed., xi+228pp., 5 plates, 2 sketches. dw. Murray. 1921
Francis Aylmer Maxwell was born in 1871, Ed. at the United Service College at Westward Ho! & Sandhurst. In 1891 he joined the Royal Sussex Regiment in India for a year before his appointment to the Indian Army, initially to the 24th Punjab Inf. His first active service was in the Tochi Valley in 1895, then in the Chitral Relief Expedition when he was attached to the Guides Cavalry. During this campaign he was recommended for the VC. The following year, 1896, he transferred to the 18th Lancers, saw further active service on the North-West Frontier including A.D.C. to his uncle, Gen. Sir William Lockhart, in the Tirah Expedition, after which he was awarded the DSO. He was attached to Roberts’ Horse in South Africa during the Boer War, when he was awarded the V.C. for gallantry at Sannah’s Post. He was A.D.C. to Lord Kitchener (who bestowed on him the nickname “The Brat”) & Military Secretary to Lord Hardinge. In 1916 he was posted to France & given command of the 12th (S) Bn., Middlesex Regiment – a New Army unit that had failed to perform & required firm leadership to bring it up to standard. Under Maxwell’s command the battalion was transformed, doing well on the Somme including the capture of Trônes Wood & Thiepval. Maxwell received a bar to the DSO & command of the 27th Infantry Brigade, 9th (Scottish) Division. He was killed in action on 21st Sept. 1917 while personally undertaking a reconnaissance in No-Man’s-Land. He is buried in Ypres Reservoir Cemetery. Excellent memorial to a fine soldier, based on his letters from various campaigns, including the Western Front 1916-17. Orig. red cloth, gilt, 18th Lancers (IA) crest to front, near fine in rare dw (lacking top part of rear panel). See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59975] £165

The author became Matron of No. 6 Auxiliary Hospital in London & served in the same capacity aboard the Hospital Ships “Euripides” & “Herefordshire” - the latter carrying wounded from German East Africa & the Persian Gulf (Mesopotamia) to Bombay, where she was Matron of several war hospitals, her final appointment in the East being Matron at the Hislop War Hospital at Secunderabad in the Deccan. Interesting memoirs of WW1 nursing service reproducing her letters written between July 1915-April 1919, supplemented by numerous photos. nicely reproduced on art paper. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59905] £125


Australian Army Corps’ role in the BEF’s Final Advance 1918, Battle of Amiens & on through the Hindenburg Line at Bellicourt &c. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56264] £20


John Hugh Allen, son of Colonel the Hon. Sir James Allen, K.C.B. (a New Zealand politician and sometime High Commissioner in London for NZ) & Lady Allen, was Ed. at Wanganui College & Jesus College, Cambridge (where he was President of the Union). He was studying for the Bar in London on the outbreak of war & joined the Inns of Court Officer Training Corps on 25th Aug. 1914; a few weeks later he was commissioned in the 13th (S) Bn. Worcestershire Regiment. Then attached to the 1st Bn. Essex Regiment at Gallipoli, he was killed in action there on 6th June 1915 & is buried in Twelve Tree Copse Cemetery. Includes informative letters written in training, with some interesting accounts of the type of exercises etc. undertaken by his New Army battalion (stationed at Looe in Cornwall), & during the twelve days he spent at the front. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60036] £25


Reveals a more serious & influential contribution to affairs than is widely believed. Interesting biographical introduction. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54790] £20


Wilding, a New Zealander, was a former Wimbledon Tennis Champion, Ed. in NZ & Trinity College, Cambridge, BA, qualified Barrister & Solicitor of Supreme Court of NZ, 1909. He was commissioned in the Royal Marines in 1914 but all his service up until his death in action on 9th May 1915 was with RNAS armoured cars in France & Flanders. He is buried in Rue-des-Berceaux Military Cemetery, Richebourg l’Avoue. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, unobtrusive crease to front, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57803] £45

211. **NEWBOLT (Henry) Submarine & Anti-Submarine.** 2nd Imp., viii+312pp., col. frontis. & 20 b/w illus. by Norman Wilkinson. Longmans. 1919

The submarine war in various waters. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in somewhat worn but neatly restored & presentable dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58830] £50


214. OERTON (Col. G.B., TD, DL) “Dujailah” Days. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 21pp., 4 photos. H. Pincombe & Son, Printers, Barnstaple. 1948 Recollections of “events prior to & during the Battle of Dujailah” (Mesopot, 1916) when author was serving with 1/6th Devonshire Regt. (TF). In apologising for the quality of the photos, the author explains that they were taken with a Vest Pocket Kodak. VG & rare local publication. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58687] £50

215. OMAN (Carola) The Menin Road & Other Poems. 1st Ed., 74pp. VG in dw. H&S. 1919 The eminent writer (daughter of Sir Charles Oman) served with as a VAD in France & this volume of war poetry is dedicated “To Four ‘V.A.D.s’ [one of them May Wedderburn Cannan]... In memory of days we served together in England & France.” Her poems reflect her work in at hospitals in France in a very meaningful way & are most engaging. Very nice copy & scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59866] £60


217. O’RORKE (Rev. B.G., CF) In the Hands of the Enemy: Being the Experiences of a Prisoner of War. 2nd Imp., 112pp., 6 plates, sketches & plans in text. Longmans. 1916 Chaplain 4th Fd. Ambulance, captured with the Coldstream wounded at Landrecies (of which he gives a full account) in 1914; PoW at Torgau, Burg & Magdeburg; repatriated July 1915 & returned to active duty in France. Loosely inserted is a letter from the author, from A.P.O. S/2 B.E.F. dated Nov. 23, 1916: “Dear Bowman, I hear you are going to be married. This gives me an excellent opportunity of discharging myself of a promise made to you when you were in hospital at Bethune & hitherto never fulfilled. The enclosed book is the promise in question. You have no doubt long forgotten the incident... I am Yours Sincerely B.G. O’Rorke Chaplain to the D.C.G.” Orig. dec. wheat cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53912] £90

219. **POCOCK (Geoffrey A.) One Hundred Years of The Legion of Frontiersmen: Soldiers, Spies & Counter-Spies, Sacrifice & Service to the State.** 1st Ed., xxii+186pp., col. frontis., 100 b/w photos. & other illus. VG in dw. Chichester: Phillimore. 2004

The Legion, founded by a distant forebear of the author, was “the eyes & ears of the Empire & came close to becoming the official British intelligence-gathering & counter-intelligence organisation.” Among other distinctions & services the Legion raised the 25th (S) Bn. Royal Fusiliers which served in German East Africa. A most absorbing & now scarce history of this unusual band of adventurers, soldiers & spies. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59899] **£45**


WW1 novel: “simply a record of some two years in the life of a youngster whose school-days came to an end when the Great War had begun...” Attractive red pictorial cloth, VG in rare & attractive pictorial dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54640] **£145**

221. **POWELL (E.Alexander) With the Italians & the Allies in the West.** 1st UK Ed., xv+239pp., 31 photos. Heinemann. 1917

War correspondent on the long Italian Front during 1916-17, first published in the USA & then submitted to the British Censor: “The blanks indicate the passages which he has deleted.” Rather interesting. Orig. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58724] **£25**


Noted traveller/explorer, Big Game hunter & military intelligence officer; he was Chief Scout to Smuts in East African campaign, among other adventures (one of his tasks being to track down the German cruiser Konigsberg in the Rufiji). Orig. red cloth, VG. [Ref: 59895] **£20**

223. **PRICE (W.H.) With the Fleet in the Dardanelles: Some Impressions of Naval Men & Incidents During the Campaign in the Spring of 1915.** 1st Ed., xvi+124pp., frontis., 10 plates, fldg. map. Melrose. nd 1915

Author was chaplain on board HMS Triumph. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear o/w about VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58705] **£60**


Memoir, letters and sketches of Lt. Edmund Yerbury Priestman (born 1890), Scoutmaster of the 16th (Westbourne) Sheffield Boy Scouts. He was commissioned October 1914 in the 6th (S) Bn. York & Lancaster Regiment, trained at Belton Park & Godalming then went to Gallipoli with the battalion: landed Suvla Bay in August 1915 & was KiA on 19th Nov. when, whilst engaged in improving a front line position at night, his party was rushed & wiped out by the Turks. The next night the position was recaptured and Priestman’s body was recovered. The recaptured position was renamed Priestman’s Post in honour of his gallant defence. He was buried in Hill 10 Cemetery, Gallipoli. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58708] **£75**


Rigourous, scholarly study based on much original research. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58570] **£20**
Inc. Dunsterforce, Relief & Siege of Baku & Russo-Turkish War, inc. PoW of the Turks in 1921-22. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55560] £65

Impressions of Irish Nationalist MP killed at Messines with the Royal Irish Regiment & buried at Locre. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG, nice clean copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53915] £60

Personal memoirs & recollections of fighter pilot in ‘Billy’ Bishop’s No. 85 Sqr., serving in France 1918 & claiming seven victories. Orig. cloth, titled in black, VG, nice copy & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58767] £75

Classic German autobiographical novel, Western Front 1915-18 inc. Battle of the Somme 1916, the Aise-Champagne battle 1917, March Offensive 1918 &c. “When one looks back on his book one realises how well worth reading it was” - Falls. Nice copy in dw of (cheaper) 4th Imp. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58912] £75

Independent Force was forerunner of Bomber Command: detailed research on Western Front ops. in 1918 (with daily reports on bombing raids with lists of those taking part) & impressive range of portraits, Roll of Hon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56334] £15

Early days of the Fleet Air Arm inc. Dardanelles, Western Front &c. in WW1. VG & only vol. published. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59886] £25

Archibald William Robertson Don who was Ed. at Winchester & Trinity College, Cambridge. Becoming a medical student at St Bartholomew’s Hospital after leaving Cambridge, he served as a voluntary Dresser with the Red Cross in France from October 1914 then commissioned in the 10th (Service) Battalion Black Watch in December; the Battalion served in France September-November 1915 then in Salonika where Don died of dysentery on 11th September 1916, aged twenty-five. His grave is in the Salonika (Lembet Road) Cemetery. The memoir includes extracts from his war letters and journal but military content is negligible. A long letter from his brother Robin – in the same battalion – describes his final illness and death. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57835] £75

War novel of Eastern Front & Verdun 1916 by acclaimed writer, also wrote The Fiery Way. Orig. yellow cloth, rather soiled & split. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59901] £25
   Very rare personal account of work as an Infantry Brigade Signal Officer with RE signal service in France, starting with the author’s training with the Inn’s of Court OTC 1914-15 then in France & Flanders 1917-18 inc. battles of the Drocourt-Queant Switch, Cambrai, 1918 campaign &c. VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54749] **£225**

   Rare biography/memoir based largely on letters/diaries of the subject, who obtained a commission in the Artillery via the Militia in 1905; appointed to “T” Battery RHA 1911; to France with it in 1914; later trans. to 32nd Btr. RFA, 8th Div., inc. Neuve Chapelle & Aubers Ridge, was awarded a DSO on the Somme & later returned to command “I” Batt. in the March Retreat &c. Orig. wraps., circulated for family & scarce. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59867] **£45**

   Edward Hornby Shears was born in Liverpool in 1890, Ed. at Bradfield and Trinity College, Oxford. In Sept. 1913 he joined the Civil Service, appointed to the Secretaries’ Dept. of the GPO. In 1914 he became PPS to the PMG. Initially refused permission to join the Army, he finally received leave to go in May 1915 and obtained a territorial commission in the Queen’s (Royal West Surrey) Regiment In November 1916 he transferred to the Irish Guards and this book comprises his detailed diary with the 1st Battalion, mainly on the Somme front, until Killed in Action at Boesinghe on 4th July 1917 during the build-up to the Third Battle of Ypres. He was 26 years old and is buried in Canada Farm Cemetery. Orig. dec. blue cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58624] **£225**

   Sadleir-Jackson Brigade, raised in the UK in 1919 for service in North Russia, consisted of 45th & 46th Royal Fusiliers, 201st Bn. MGC, + artillery, engineers &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. dec. blue cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52772] **£65**

238. **STUERMER (Dr. Harry) Two War Years in Constantinople: Sketches of German & Young Turkish Ethics & Politics.** 1st Ed., 308pp. H&S. 1917
   Constantinople Correspondent of the *Kolnische Zeitung (Cologne Gazette)* 1915-16 & one of the first to report on the Ottoman Turks’ Armenian genocide. Orig. light green cloth, lettered in green, sp. sl. tanned o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59320] **£65**

239. **THOMASON (Capt. J.W., Jr.) Fix Bayonets!** 2nd Imp., xxxvii+249pp., col., frontis., 65 drawings & sketches. VG in sl. chipped dw. NY: Scribners. 1926
   With the 1st/5th Bn. US Marine Corps in France. Cyril *Falls* stated “this is the best American book on the war, & one of the best books of any nationality on the war.” It is vividly & atmospherically illustrated by the author. VG orig. edition in sl. chipped but rare & attractive dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58667] **£90**
Very rare memoirs of a Chaplain in France & Flanders from Sept. 1914 onwards, initially at a base hospital, then with an (unidentified) Scottish bn. in Flanders, describing work at the front, in billets, collecting wounded, &c. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, sp. a little worn & eps renewed, VG thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52885] £85

Personal account of a settler who enlisted E.A. Mounted Rifles 1914 & transferred to the Intelligence Dept. as an Intelligence Agent in 1916. Orig. brown cloth, gilt, VG with several neat inscrs. of previous owners. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59909] £125

Important, sometimes provocative, study containing much worth serious consideration on GHQ & conduct of the war from Passchendaele to the armistice. Scarce original hardback edition. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53723] £30

All Tuohy's work are unaccountably rare, & this is the rarest, & as with his other works is an assembly of true events of espionage & intelligence gathering, this time rendered, to a degree, in fictional form. Tuohy was a war correspondent & intelligence expert - whose “The Secret Corps” (Murray, 1922) described some aspects of intelligence work in the Great War, including personal experience. Nicely rebound in red cloth, gilt to sp., VG thus & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59952] £90

Tuohy - war correspondent & intelligence expert - whose “The Secret Corps” (Murray, 1922) described some aspects of intelligence work in the Great War here provides his reminiscences of various events from work at GHQ in France to further afield. He travelled widely during the war & Falls states: “His sketches... are light & agreeable reading. Perhaps the best of them is ‘The German Lawrence,’ a description of Wassmuss, the celebrated German consul at Bushire who caused us so much trouble in Southern Persia. Another paper on Lawrence himself is original & suggestive.” His work in Flanders & elsewhere, dealing with German prisoners & so forth, is also of great interest. Tuohy held a commission on the Special List & was employed under the Director of Military Intelligence at the War Office. Orig. black cloth, titled in red, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58601] £145

245. TUOHY (Ferdinand) Occupied 1918-1930: A Postscript to the Western Front. 1st Ed., 320pp., map. Butterworth. 1931
The first full history of the Occupation of the Rhineland, much interesting & atmospheric detail, & scarce. Orig. pale green cloth, titled in black, sp. somewhat faded o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58602] £45

Memoir of service of Gilbert Hall, enlisted 13th York & Lancs 1914; served on the Somme 1/7/16 & at Oppy Wood & commissioned 2/4th KOYLI 1917. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55684] £15
Von Unruh was a Prussian officer but also a writer & by the time the high command ordered
him to write a propaganda novel to spur on the army before Verdun he was becoming
disillusioned & “Way of Sacrifice” underscores the “soul-shattering futility of modern war.”
*Falls* disliked the “futurist prose” but acceded that “those who like this sort of thing will like
it very much.” Near fine, orig. black cloth in scarce dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60011] **£125**

248. **VOWLES (Alfred, ex-Lieutenant The 1/4 Dorsetshire Regt.) Wanderings with a Camera in Mesopotamia (Babylonia).** 1st Ed., xv+87pp., 60 photos., fldg. map. Simpkin, Marshall. 1920
Descriptions of the country & peoples of Lower Mesopotamia (mainly along the Tigris from
Basra to Kiut) based on author’s diaries c.1917-1919, illustrated with 60 photos. of various
locations, camps &c. Orig. red cloth, sp. sunned & little chipped, minor wear, generally VG &
uncommon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54756] **£45**

249. **WAGGER [Pseud. of LONGLEY (Cecil W.)] Battery Flashes.** 2nd Imp., v+183pp. Murray. 1916
Contemp. personal account of a signaller in a Field Artillery brigade, with a good account of
the organisation & training of his unit in England until March 1915 then at the front in
Belgium & France until Feb. 1916. The blurb for this book on another of the publisher’s
works (De Loghe, ‘The Straits Impregnable’, qv) states: “Vivid pen pictures of the
experiences of a gunner from raw recruit to sergeant wit his battery in action. The real thing
in the real manner.” Orig. pictorial wheat cloth, sp. soiled, lacks ffep o/w VG & scarce See
illustration on our website. [Ref: 59862] **£35**

Wesleyan chaplain attached to No. 14 Field Ambulance, 5th Div., 1914-15, inc. Retreat from
Mons, Le Cateau, Marne, Aisne, Ypres &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, lacks ffep o/w VG. See
illustration on our website. [Ref: 56311] **£30**

251. **WATSON (Capt. W.H.L.) Adventures of a Despatch Rider.** 2nd Imp., xv+2725pp., 7 maps (one fldg.). Blackwood. 1916
Volunteer DR attd. to 5th Divisional Signal Coy. in 1914: Mons, Le Cateau, Marne, Aisne, the
move to the north, La Bass,e & First Ypres. Orig. pictorial cloth, VG. See illustration on our
website. [Ref: 54774] **£25**

252. **WATT (Lauchlan Maclean, CF) In France & Flanders with the Fighting Men.** 1st Ed., xii+208pp. H&S. 1917
Several months as Padre at “one of the saddest hospitals in France, up at the Advanced Base”
followed by attachments to the Gordon Highlanders on the Somme & Ancre & with the
Black Watch in the Ypres Salient, &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, sp. sl. sunned o/w very nice copy.
See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58590] **£50**

Waugh was a subaltern 2nd Bn. MGC, 2nd Div., when captured in the March Retreat. Orig.
cloth with paper sp. label, somewhat worn & rubbed ex-circ. lib., generally near VG. See
illustrations on our website. [Ref: 54735] **£20**
   Valuable reference illustrating each sign & giving derivations. VG. [Ref: 53811] **£15**

   German officer’s memoirs of the Eastern Front, initially as an Operations Orderly Officer at Eighth Army HQ 1914-15 inc. actions against Cossacks at Lautenburg &c., later in German espionage & counter-espionage service, & captured by the Russians, escaped across country to safety in 1918. Ex-lib. in qtr. calf lib. binding, unlovely but uncommon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58637] **£15**

   The only modern assessment. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56258] **£15**

   Classic account of a post-war journey back to the battlefields where the novelist had served as an officer in the MGC. The only edition previous to this was privately issued, limited & signed. Orig. black cloth, gilt, VG in chipped dw with small los at head of sp. panel o/w nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59861] **£120**

258. **WINDLASS [Pseud. of HICKS (John B.)] With the R.N.R.** 1st Ed., 251pp. H&S. 1918
   Hicks was commissioned as Assistant Paymaster in the RNR in June 1915; served on a steam-yacht Iolanda until invalided in 1917, including actions in the English Channel & the North Sea. Orig. pale blue cloth, titled in black to front & sp., minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59904] **£25**

   Episodes & anecdotes of service mostly based on author’s experiences 1915-16 on the Western Front. VG in rare & attractive dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58766] **£145**

   Letters of some 100 young Germans killed in the war, published as a “living memorial” - writing just ten years after the war the Editor notes in the Foreword that “the remembrance of those who made the Supreme Sacrifice is in danger of growing dim.” Orig. green cloth, blocked black, sp. sl. dull o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55593] **£45**

   Reveals the difficult task he faced & relationships with Haig, Lloyd George *et al.* VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55683] **£20**

262. **WRIGHT (Capt. Peter E.) At the Supreme War Council.** 1st USA Ed. (with new Preface by the author), [vi]+201pp., 8 portraits, fldg. map. NY: Putnam. 1921
   Wright was an Assistant Secretary at the Military Section, involved with forward planning & predicting military requirements ahead, & Ian Beckett (in *The First World War & British
Military History) suggests that he only avoided “prosecution for revealing the deliberations of the SWC largely because it was felt that action would also have to be taken against FM Lord French...” Falls condemned it as an attack on Haig & eulogy of Foch & Henry Wilson, saying “in military matters he is a light-weight.” This edition includes a new specially written Preface in which the author responds to the “many & hostile critics” who had greeted the publication of the book in England. Also contains portraits of war leaders not present in the UK Ed. Orig. dark maroon cloth, gilt, sp. dull & hinges a little pulled o/w VG with author’s presentation inscrip. & monograph on half title: To Tess From the Author. PEW. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 52892] £30

263. YOUNG (Filson, Late Lt., RNVR) With the Battle Cruisers. 1st Ed., xv+296pp., col. frontis., 54 illus., 3 charts. Cassell. 1921
Author’s service on HMS Lion (Beatty’s flagship) in the North Sea 1914-15 inc. detailed account of the engagement at Dogger Bank. Falls states: “Mr Filson Young had the good fortune to be attached to Lord Beatty’s staff before the Dogger Bank action. His account of his experiences is very vividly written, but where he goes outside them he is frequently amateurish & does not always keep within the bounds of good taste. On the whole, however, he may be said to have to his credit the remarkable achievement of having written the best popular British book on the Naval War.” Orig. blue cloth, gilt, front hinge broken. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60014] £15

264. YOUNG (Lt.-Col. James, DSO) With the 52nd (Lowland) Division in Three Continents. 1st Ed., vii+112pp., num. illus. Edinburgh: Green. 1920
Author commanded 1/3rd Lowland Field Ambulance in Gallipoli, Palestine & Western Front. Excellent personal account, orig. paper covd. boards with green cloth backstrip titled in black. VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57623] £85

OFFICIAL HISTORY 1914-1918

A popular official account. Aitken, raised to the peerage as Baron Beaverbrook in 1917, was Canadian Record Officer in 1914. Falls states “He has here written a brilliant & moving account of the early career of the 1st Canadian Div., including the story of the gas attack at Ypres... a fine condensed narrative.” Orig. cloth, VG in chipped & worn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53810] £20


267. BEAN (C.E.W.) The Australian Imperial Force in France during the Main German Offensive, 1918. Hardback reprint, xii+825pp., numerous illus. & maps. VG in dw. Univ. of Queensland Press. 1983
   Vol. VI of the Australian Official History. Scarce hardback reprint. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56272] £35

   A popular official account. Max Aitken, raised to the peerage as Baron Beaverbrook in 1917, was Canadian Record Officer in 1914. *Falls* states “He has here written a brilliant & moving account of the early career of the 1st Canadian Div., including the story of the gas attack at Ypres... a fine condensed narrative.” Orig. red cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56382] £30

   Covering operations on all fronts inc. Dardanelles, Mesopotamia, East Africa &c. &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, nice complete set of original editions, withdrawal stamps of IWM lib. o/w VG, no lib markings to spines. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59981] £325

   Various docs. relating to British defensive schemes & Spring Offensive up to 26th March 1918. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG ex-IWM with minor markings in dw (jacket & cloth unmarked) & scarce thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57815] £75

272. **EDMONDS (Sir James) Military Operations France & Belgium 1917 Part II: 7th June-10th November, Messines & 3rd Ypres (Passchendaele).** 1st Ed., xl+489pp., 8 photos., fldg. map in end-pocket + 28 sketch maps. HMSO. 1948
   Very scarce Messines & Passchendaele volume, issued without separate mapcase. Orig. red cloth, gilt, ex-lib. with customary stamps & labels, cloth rather worn but sound & complete, no stamps/markings on the plates or maps. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59936] £145

273. **GULLETT (H.S.) The Australian Imperial Force in Sinai & Palestine 1914-1918.** Hardback reprint, xvi+84pp., 83 illus., 77 maps. VG in dw. Univ. of Queensland Press. 1984

   The only volume publishe. A scholarly & essential work of reference, the result of years of work by Capt. FitzM. Stacke (who died in 1935), reworked & expanded by his successor. Original 1941 edition very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57810] £60

   Orig. cloth, somewhat spotted, map at end torn but repaired, overall VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56225] £50
Early days of the RFC & RNAS including the 1914 campaign (Mons to 1st Ypres inclusive) in detail. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53970] £35

Complete official history of RFC/RAF on all fronts 1914-18, largely France & Flanders but also Dardanelles, Africa, Mespot, Palestine, work of the RNAS &c. The earlier volumes (all published at the time of his writing) were highly acclaimed by Falls who awarded three stars: “It is altogether a very fine piece of work.” Orig. blue cloth, VG throughout, very nice complete set with all maps as called for. Note: All the text volumes (I-VI & Appendices are near fine in original dws; the two mapcases, to accompany volumes III & V are VG, but without dws. Superb complete set. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60021] £950

Detailed official history of the NZ forces on the Western Front. Orig. cloth, little spotted & worn, overall VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56226] £65

MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL & EPHEMERA 1914-1918

[34th] Divisional Concert Party. “The Crumps.” Orig. concert programme, undated, c.1917. Dec. printed covs., attractive & amusing spoof adverts to rear, dup. ts programme for this particular concert inside, listing the items & their performers. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60026] £15

Canada to Ireland: The Visit of the “Duchess of Connaught’s Own.” By A.M. Drysdale. 1st Ed., orig. pictorial wraps., 20pp., 7 photo. plates. (battalion on parade, &c.) T. Fisher Unwin. 1917
Commemorative souvenir of the visit of the Duchess of Connaught’s Own Irish Canadian Rangers to Ireland in Jan. & Feb. 1917, when they received an enthusiastic welcome from Limerick to Belfast & were received everywhere from Catholic cathedrals to a dinner for the men at the Ulster Hall. The Irish Canadians, aka 199th Canadian Infantry Bn., did not reach the western Front as a unit: arriving in England after their Irish tour they were absorbed into the 23rd Reserve Bn. within several months. This is, therefore, an unusual survival of the regiment’s brief existence. Sl soiled o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55743] £65

Journal of RFC training unit in the UK. Seventh issue. Contains unit news, a named group photo. of Staff, other group photos. & portraits, humorous sketches, &c. Appealing. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59973] £25

284.  *The Mudhook: With Which is Incorporated “Dardanelles Dug-Out Gossip.” The Journal of the 63rd (R.N.) Division*. Complete run of issues 1 (September 1917-10 (Peace Number, 1919), bound together, complete with orig. dec. wraps., in contemp. bown binder’s cloth, around 200pp. in all with num. photos., sketches, cartoons. Printed at Boulogne-sur-Mer by Imprimeries Reunies. Contemp. Scarce run of amusing ‘trench journal’ of the RND with many amusing sketches & cartoons, prose pieces &c., profiles of several officers, Calendar (Supplement to the final number) loosely inserted; also plate of Gavrelle loosely issued with No. 3, January 1918. Much of Divisional interest. Nos. 1-10 bound together with a second copy of No. 4 (March 1918) included: presumably a binder’s error. Generally VG. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59969] £245


Wild was commissioned in the 7th (S) Bn. SLI 28/1/1915, later advanced to Captain & was Mentioned in Despatches. He had previously been a Sgt. in the Surrey Yeomanry. He served with the 7th SLI in France & Flanders 1915-17 until missing in action 30/11/1917, his death was later presumed to have taken place on that day. A memoir compiled by his mother including 27pp. (6000 words) transcript of a diary-letter from France, August-Nov. 1915: sporadic but lengthy instalments, witty & informative record: “a sort of family letter which may be of interest to pass round to Aunts & Uncles &c.” This is followed by press obits. inc. a letter from a private in his Coy. describing the circumstances of his death; a 2pp. letter, 1918, from a brother officer, on the news of the presumption of his death, then 16pp. (some 3000 words) extracts from letters from the Front. August 1915-June 1916. An extract from the diary-letter, describing a typical day in the trenches: “1 Hour before dawn: My ‘observer’ or my servant, or both in necessary come & shout into my ear ‘Stand to just gone sir’ - I roll out, & being very cross I go & make myself as objectionable as possible to any men I find not ready at their posts. I then proceed to stumble along the traverses occupied by my platoon, falling over everything that it is possible to fall over & keeping myself warm by my language. As this is the hour supposed to me most favourable for an attack, being a sort of half light, all the sentries think they see things which are not there, & usually see how much ammunition they can let off. As this gets taken up my all the other men who have just been roused up there is a considerable amount of noise going on which lasts till ‘Stand down’ 5 a.m. or thereabouts...
5.10 a.m. The officers retire for an early cup of tea & a cigarette. Just as I am thinking of turning in & really getting a little sleep one of the others comes up, & giving some more or less plausible excuse says 'I say old chap, I wonder if you would like to do the next turn of duty (4 hours) it really is my turn but...' 5.30-9.30: Tramp up & down the Company line, see the men's rations served out... have a good look at the German line through my periscope to see of there are any fresh developments...” And so the day goes on. In November “I took out my first patrol between the lines, for the purpose of finding out the thickness & also the state of repair of the German wire... It was a case of crawling all the way (about 350 yards) as there was a fairly large moon which made it necessary to take plenty of cover... Several times we were held up by large parties of the enemy which after several minutes breathless suspense turned out to be small bushes... eventually we reached our destination, & having cut off a piece of their wire... we retraced our steps, & got in after having been out about 2 hours...” An interesting & well-written description of trench warfare & a fine tribute assembled by his mother. Among other loosely inserted items is a printed slip from The Times newspaper with her advertisement pasted on: “To Officers & Others. Any information that can be given by anyone who saw Captain L.T. Wild, Somerset Light Infantry, when he was wounded on November 30 will be gratefully received by Mrs A.S. Wild, 21 Canning-road, Crydon.” VG. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 58672] £465

WW1 MAPS INCLUDING TRENCH MAPS

287. **Asia Minor: Bilejik. 1:250,000.** War Office map dated May 1915 (GSGS No. 2097), linen backed, chromo. map of the region of Bilejik (now capital of Turkey’s Bilecik province: south of Istanbul & south-east of the ). 74x58cm approx. VG throughout, nice clean example. [Ref: 60003] £65

288. **KUKUS. [Salonka]. 1:50,000.** British print, 20th Sept. 1916 of 2nd edition (August 1916), of French map of part of the Solainka Front from Olasli south to Sarigol & Slatina, 45x58cm approx. Rather serviceworn. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59944] £25

289. **Turkey. Gallipoli. 1:250,000 (or 1-inch to 3.95 miles).** Approx. 66x50cm, fldg. linen backed map. War Office. 1908 The original official War Office map of 1908 which was later reprinted to meet requirements when the campaign at Gallipoli became reality: shows the whole of the Peninsula, the Dardanelles/Gallipoli Strait & part of mainland Turkey (inc. Chanak &c. across to the Gulf of Artaki), with interesting key identifying roads, telegraphs & various features. Very nice clean copy. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59943] £75

290. **French Trench Map: Berry-au-Bac 1:20,000 dated 22 Avril 1918.** Large paper map, 10.4x74 cm approx., shows French Front Lines & detailed named German trench systems, plus battery positions &c., from Craonne (the eastern end of the Chemin-des-Dames), east to Juvincourt then south-east to Berry-au-Bac (on the Aisne: area of the Battle of the Aisne, 1918) & beyond. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60001] £65

291. **TRENCH MAP: Arras. 51B N.W. 3. Ed. 6A, 1:10,000.** Outline British trench system & detailed German named trench systems to the east of Arras: Chantecler south through St. Laurent-Blangy, Blangy &c. to Tilloy lez Mafflaines & across to Feuchy, including Scots Valley, Observation Ridge, Battery Valley &c. Trenches corrected to 27/12/16. Excellent clear map in near fine condition with pencil ownership inscrip. of J. Halford (i.e., Capt. J.A. Halford. a company commander with the 7th [S] Bn. East Surrey Regt. during the Battle of Arras). See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58585] £120
292. **TRENCH MAP: France Sheet 51bNW Ed. 5A 1:20,000.** Outline British & detailed German trench systems at Roclincourt, St. Laurent–Blangy, Tilloy &c., east of Arras, before the 1917 Arras offensive. Trenches corrected to 1/4/1917. Little wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58607] **£75**

293. **TRENCH MAP: France Sheet 51bSE 1:20,000 Ed. 5B.** Shows part of the Drocourt–Queant Switch around Eterpigny, Marquion &c., trenches corrected to 20/8/1918, printed with Enemy Organisation (railways, dumps, aerodromes, hutments &c.) to the same date. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58608] **£60**

294. **TRENCH MAP: France Sheet 51bSW Ed. 2C. 1:20,000.** British & German trench systems around Beauvais & German rear areas at Mercatel & Neuville Vitasse. Trenches corrected to 9/8/1916. Dampstained & worn, most surface detail clear. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57752] **£30**

295. **TRENCH MAP: Ligny-le-Petit. Blank message form to reverse. Scale 1:10,000.** Fldg. paper trench map, 40x33cm approx., showing detailed German trenches south of Neuve-Chapelle inc. Bois du Biez, Port Arthur, The Pope's Nose, Shepherd's Redoubt &c., south to d'Avoue Farm & Lorgies. Trenches corrected to 7/9/1918. VG & interesting local sheet printed by Fd. Survey Bn., RE, 10/9/1918, with unused message form printed on reverse. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 55748] **£65**

296. **TRENCH MAP: Piestre. Blank message form to reverse. Scale 1:10,000.** Fldg. paper trench map, 40x33cm approx., showing detailed German trenches from Neuve-Chapelle eastwards to Aubers, inc. The Moated Grange, The Birdcage, &c. Trenches corrected to 7/9/1918. Although events had moved on from 1915, many tracks & roads allude to this earlier period of trench warfare, such as Gurkha Road, Baluchi Road, Winchester Road &c. VG & interesting local sheet printed by Fd. Survey Bn., RE, 11/9/1918, with unused message form printed on reverse. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 55747] **£65**

### THE SECOND WORLD WAR

297. **153 Infantry Brigade in the Sicilian Campaign.** Contemp. operational report, [iii]+108pp., foolscap., dup. typescript, 6 fldg. maps bound in at end.
   A highly detailed report of the 153 (Black Watch & Gordon) Infantry Brigade of the 51st (Highland) Division during the short campaign in Sicily, July-August 1943, complete with 6 fldg. maps (cut-down sections of contemp. operational maps). Copy No. 25 of unknown total, this the “Personal Property of Major H. Dunn” & Preface states: “The following account of the operations of 153 Brigade in the Campaign in Sicily in 1943 was compiled immediately after the island had been conquered & was completed by the end of August of that year. The final draft was made out by me [Brigadier H. Muarry, commanding 153 Bde.] & was subsequently checked by Battalion Commanders & others... The number of copies that could be printed was necessarily few as the amount of paper available for printing was small. The copies that have been issued are entirely personal copies for the exclusive use of the recipients... It is to be regretted that maps could not be made available for all copies...” But note, all the maps listed in the Contents are present in this copy. Contents retained with cord in orig. contemp. card folder with small typed title label to front. An important contemp. document & self evidently rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59950] **£750**
298. 51st (Highland) Division War Memorial St. Valery-en-Caux. Unveiled, 10th June, 1950; Dedicated, 11th June, 1950. 1st Ed., 32pp., oblong 4to, 8 photos. Aberdeen Journals. 1951
Details of memorial unveiling &c, with nominal roll of Guard of Honour &c. Text loose in orig. blue cloth, titled in red to front. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54817] £20

299. Arnhem Lift: Diary of a Glider Pilot. 3rd imp., 96pp., map. VG in sl. chipped dw. Pilot Press. 1945
Eyewitness account of 1st Airborne Div. at Arnhem. Nice copy in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55663] £15

300. F Company 8th Battalion The Rifle Brigade. 1st Ed., orig. card wraps., 66pp., fldg. map. dw. No imprint/date. [BAOR, c.1945].
History from landing in Normandy June 1944 with 11th Arm. Div., Hill 112, Bocage &c., through Low Countries to Schleswig on the Baltic. Nominal roll with home addresses, Roll of Hon., awards. dw sl. creased o/w near fine & very scarce Coy. history. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58808] £120

History from landing in Normandy June 1944 with 11th Armd. Div., Hill 112, Bocage &c., through Low Countries to Germany. VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58807] £95

302. The History of the 6th (Lanarkshire) Bn. of the Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) World War II. 1st Ed., 150pp., 6 portraits, 3 plates, 6 maps. VG in dw. No imprint/date [Glasgow: For the Bn., 1946].
NW Europe 1944-45 in 52nd (Lowland) Div., Low Countries, Rhine Crossing &c. Nominal rolls, Roll of Hon. VG in dw & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58801] £125

Training in Combined ops. followed by landing in Normandy on D Day with 3rd British Div., fighting through the Low Countries, Rhine Crossing, &c., to the armistice. Much interesting detail. Roll of Hon., awards (inc. Divisional Commendation Cards &c.). Orig. dec wraps., VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59853] £125

304. The History of the 107 Regt Royal Armoured Corps (King’s Own) June 1940-February 1946. 1st Ed., 93pp. Lengerich, Westfalia: Printed by Bischof & Klein. nd (c.1946)
1940 war-raised unit based initially on officers & drafs from King’s Own holding battalions, titled 10th (S) Bn. but changed in Jan. 1942 to 151st Regt. Royal Armoured Corps & began to train with tanks; retitled as 107 Regt. early in 1944, emberked for Normandy 30th June 1944 & fought in break-out battles, Falaise, advance to the Rhine, &c. Roll of casualties, KiA or DoW, PoWs, roll of awards (with citations) & a number of interesting appendices on various actions. Some time spent with 15th & 51st Scottish Divisions. Orig. dec. paper coved. boards with cloth backstrip, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59949] £220
305.  **Incidents with the Seventh Battalion The Somerset Light Infantry in France & Germany from June 1944 to June 1945.** 1st Ed., 74pp. No imprint/date [Germany, c.1946]. Anonymous account (by “B” Coy. commander) which conveys well the confusion in Normandy & the bleak outlook. With the arrival of an effective CO the bn’s. confidence returned but days later he was killed. A third CO was killed within a few more days then the author was wounded at Mont Pincon & evacuated to the UK. Rejoined in 1945 in time for the Rhine crossing & final operations. Contemp. red cloth, blind, no publication details but evidently manufactured in Germany c.1945-46. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 58797] **£125**

Tunisia Jan.-May 1943 & Italy (Gothic Line, Senio &c.) from April 1944 in Churchill & Sherman tanks. Roll of Hon., awards, nominal rolls &c. Orig. gilt dec. green cloth, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 58832] **£75**

This issue contains interesting articles on three units in NW Europe 1944-45 (43rd & 53rd Recce & 2nd Derbyshire Yeomanry), OCA news, roll of members &c. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60027] **£35**

Contains interesting articles on WW2 inc. 18th Recce Regt. in Fall of Singapore; Operation Veritable with the 15th (Scottish) Recce Regt.; 56th Recce in Tunisia, &c., also Corps Personality (profile, with portrait, of Lt.-Col. J.H.C. Preen OBE), news of Branches & reunions, &c. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60028] **£35**

Contains news from various OCAs &c. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60029] **£25**

Contains news from various OCAs &c. re reunions, members’ news &c. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60031] **£25**

Contains news from various OCAs &c. re reunions, members’ news &c. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60030] **£25**

Contains news from various OCAs &c. re reunions, members’ news &c. Also several interesting articles such as Early Days of the 61st Recce. VG & rare. See illustration on our website.  
[Ref: 60032] **£30**


320. ASTON (W.H., MM) Nor Iron Bars A Cage: The Adventures of three British Prisoners of War 1940-1942. With Intro. by Capt. G.F. Collie, MBE, 51st Highland Division. 1st Ed., vii+218pp., ep maps. VG in dw. Macmillan. 1946 Author was at Engineer Stores Base Depot at Rennes; wounded by a German bomb in June 1940, he lost a leg but met up with several other PoW, escaped from hospital & remarkably crossed France via a circuitous route, evading capture & tramping some 700 miles, until they reached Spain. VG & scarce in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58863] £35
42nd Australian Infantry Battalion in Pacific theatre inc. Bougainville &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. purple cloth, gilt, near fine & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52780] £75

322. BICKERSTETH (Anthony Charles, sometime Major 4/10 GR) ODTAA: Being Extracts from the diary of an Officer who served with the 4/10th Gurkha Rifles in Manipur & Burma. With Foreword by Gen. Sir Douglas Gracey, former GOC 20th (Indian) Div. 1st Ed., xvi+258pp., portrait frontis., 18 maps (some fldg.). Privately printed at The Aberdeen Univ. Press. 1953
Tony Bickersteth was commissioned from OCTU in 1941 & volunteered for India: he was posted to 4th Bn. 10th Gurkha Rifles, then training in Ceylon, in May that year & served with the famous 20th (Indian) Division throughout its active serve in Assam & Burma from 1943-45 apart from a short period from May-July 1944 recovering from wounds. He commanded “C” Coy. until wounded & “B” Coy. on his return. The bn. first patrolled the Kabaw Valley & fought in the Battle of Imphal, then advanced south to take part in the Irrawaddy Crossing (notably the ferocious fighting at Talingon in the bridgehead area) & on to Prome & almost Rangoon. The author maintained a diary on active service which he augmented & wrote up on his return to England, intending to pass it over to the regimental historian as source material. However, the book serves as an excellent battalion history in its own right. It was privately published by his father after his tragic death, killed by a lightning flash in the Savoy Alps in 1948. The first part of the title stands for One Damn Thing After Another. Orig. green cloth, gilt, very sp. sl. rubbed o/w VG. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58782] £125

Para bn. raised in the Middle East in 1942 from a nucleus of 2nd Royal Sussex personnel; fought in Italy & NW Europe, inc. Arnhem. Roll of Hon., awards, &c. Detailed and very well illustrated. VG in somewhat worn but sound dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59953] £125

1st & 2nd SWB pre-war in India & Palestine then Iraq, Libya & Norway in WW2, also 1st & 2nd Bns. post-war & 2nd Monmouths post-war (another vol. in the series deals with 2nd Bn. in North-West Europe 1944-45). Roll of officers’ services. Orig. olive cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58819] £65

North-West Europe 1944-45, (Normandy & through the Low Countries to the Ardennes, Reichswald &c.). Roll of Hon., awards, officers’ roll. Orig. olive cloth, gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58821] £65
326. CAMERON (Capt. Ian C.) History of the Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders 7th Bn. From El Alamein to Germany. 1st Ed., xiii+242pp., 22 photos., several maps. Nelson. 1946
51st Highland Div., BEF 1940, Western Desert, Sicily, Italy & NW Europe, inc. many hard-fought battles. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. green cloth, VG with remains of de loosely inserted. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59977] £45

Interesting & well-illustrated account compiled & probably privately issued by a former Trooper in No. 8 Troop, C Sqdrn., including official regimental records & his personal diary, interesting photos., rolls of awards, officers & casualties. One copy on Library Hub (formerly COPAC), held at KCL. Brown binder's cloth, gilt to front & sp., with orig. dec. card wraps. bound in, the rear of the front wrap. with labels bearing inscrip. “Frank Popely - Best wishes from Mervyn Carnelley.” [Ref: 59894] £225

Comprehensive history including Palestine 1938-39, BEF 1940, Middle East & Burma campaigns. Roll of Hon., awards, &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57771] £35

Heavy fighting in Burma (inc. Imphal, Shenam, Sangshak &c., 1942-45) & afterwards in Java. Order of Battle &c. VG in sl. worn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 52868] £45

Useful & informative introduction to IA in Middle & Far East campaigns during WW2. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56358] £20

France 1940; Tunisia & Italy; N-W Europe 1944-45. Roll of Hon., awards &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG with several press obits. of Welsh Guardsmen loosely inserted & ownership stamp of J. Kingsley-Heath, noted post-war big game hunter who, although not mentioned in the text, stopped a bullet in Normandy as a subaltern with the regiment & went on to step on a landmine in Palestine. See his DT obit. online for further details of his remarkable life. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59933] £35

Palestine, Abyssinia, Western Desert (incl. El Alamein), Crete & Italy. Roll of Hon., awards & of officers. Orig. green cloth, VG in hravily chipped & torn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59976] £45
Personal account & history of bomb disposal in WW2, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59960] £30

Good history of a TF Bn. that saw much hard fighting with 43rd (Wessex) Div. from Normandy to Falaise gap, Seine Crossing, Low Countries, Rhine Crossing &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Good photos. (inc. named groups of officers & sergeants before D Day). VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59957] £95

Mostly recollections of service during the 1930s & ‘40s (much WW2 of course) by various regular & wartime officers of the RIN. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54635] £15

American edition of fine study in Batsford’s British Battles series. Very nice copy in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56365] £15

A volume in the LSE series of Monographs in International Studies, this addressing Cabinet policy making from Munich 1938 to the German invasion of Russia. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55552] £30

WW2 history: BEF 1940, Western Desert, Tunisia, Italy & North-West Europe. Roll of Hon., awards, officers’ records of service, &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, near fine. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60039] £95

Then a civilian architect in the Public Works Dept. at Singapore, Inglis describes the last days there - even with Jap tanks lapping at their door the British community believed they were invulnerable. Among those authorised to leave 48 hours before the capitulation, he was bombed on the quayside but escaped: “I travelled in 15 different boats... walked about 20 miles, went by lorry, bus, car & train & even swam for seven & a half hours, & arrived in Colombo possessing only the shirt & shorts I stood up in!” The first craft was sunk by bombs, he was pulled out of the water by Malay fishermen, continued by sampan, island hopping to Sumatra & finally picked up by a RN destroyer. On arrival in India he was commissioned in the RIE & died at sea in Feb. 1944. No. 27 of 100 copies printed for the family of Major Inglis “so that his friends may have a permanent record of his experiences.” Rare & interesting account of escape from Singapore. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, near fine. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 51685] £95


343. McELWEE (Maj. W.L., MC) *History of the Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders 2nd Battalion (Reconstituted): European Campaign 1944-45.* 1st Ed., xi+212pp., 13 photos., 14 maps. VG in heavily chipped & worn dw. Nelson. 1949 The original bn. was captured in the fall of Singapore; their successors fought from Normandy through the Low Countries & across the Rhine & Elbe. Roll of Hon., awards. VG in heavily chipped & worn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59979] £65


346. MEREDITH (Capt. J.L.J.) *Comp. The Story of the Seventh Battalion the Somerset Light Infantry (Prince Albert’s).* 1st Ed., 216pp., 4to, picture map. decorative chapter headings & several sketches by L.R. Stokes. VG in dw. No imprint/date. Contemp. An excellent battalion record from Normandy beaches to the breakout (they got through three COs. - all killed our wounded within ten days - in Normandy), then a hard fighting advance through the Low Countries & into the Fatherland. Roll of Hon. & awards (with extracts from official recommendations), officers’ services & roll of senior NCOs. Attractive history produced soon after the end of the war while the regiment was in Germany: it was printed for the men of the Seventh Battalion & for their next of kin & was not for public sale. Orig. paper covd. boards with green cloth backstrip & dec. paper onlay to front, VG in dw: nice copy with loosely inserted, very attractive, unused 43rd (Wessex) Div. 1945 Christmas card. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59954] £65
Armoured regiment from Normandy via Holland & Ardennes to the Rhine Crossing. Roll of Hon., awards. Very nice clean copy & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58805] £85

Detailed history inc. France 1940 campaign, North-West Europe 1944-45, Burma, Tunisia, Italy & Singapore. Awards details inc. some citations. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG in dw. Nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58717] £60

Royal Signals officer in 1943 Chindit ops. & later with 20th Indian Div. Signals during battle of Imphal &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59967] £15

43rd Wessex Div. from Normandy through the Low Countries to Arnhem, Reichswald, Rhine & Bremen. Roll of Hon., awards. VG in dw & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58865] £75

55th Field Regt. RA: landed in Normandy 27th June 1944, participated in Beachhead & Breakout battles, through Low Countries vi Nijmegan to Rhine Crossing &c. Rolls of officers, Roll of Hon., awards. Contemp. ink signature to front, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59951] £145


Middle East, Burma, NW Europe &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, somewhat rubbed, sp. sunned, about VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59930] £30

Normandy to the Rhine. Orders of Battle, &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54718] £45

“A Caricaturist’s anthology of Oflags VIICH, VIB & IXA/Z.” Contains 100+ caricatures of Brother-officer PoWs in these camps, & a small range of other cartoons re PoW experience. VG in stained but attractive dw, cloth & internal pages all clean. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59964] £20


Rounded view of all main battles & considerations. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55569] £15


Detailed account of the division in North Africa, Italy & Greece. Orders of battle &c. Many interesting photos. Orig. maroon cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55701] £50


Scarcest volume in the Argylls WW2 series, a very good history for the short, depressing campaign in Malaya. Roll of Hon., awards, officers, nominal roll of all ranks & of those who died in Jap PoW camps. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG in heavily chipped & torn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59978] £65


BEF 1940 inc. evacuation from Dunkirk, NW Europe 1944-45, landing on D Day with 50th Div., excellent & well illustrated account of the operations. Nominal rolls, casualties &c. Orig. black cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58885] £65

360. **TULLETT (Capt. E.V.) From Flushing to Bremen: The Fifth Bn. The King’s Own Scottish Borderers.** 1st Ed., 79pp., num. photos. & sketch maps. Minden, Germany, for the Battalion. 1945

Campaign in North-West Europe with 52nd (Lowland) Div. 1944-45: Rhine Crossing &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. dec. paper cvd. boards, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58838] £125


Normandy (Hill 112 &c.), through France & the Low Countries to the Reichswald & on to Bremen. Roll of Hon., awards, officers. Exceptional copy in orig. tissue wraps. & cardboard box of issue. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59956] £75


Campaign in France, Belgium & Holland to Bremen 1944-45. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. green cloth, VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58798] £145
Ben Line Steamers of Edinburgh & Leith. Contains various episodes when the company’s ships were in action with the enemy, including a number of vessels sunk by enemy action & the experiences of their survivors. Includes list of vessels lost with Roll of Hon. for each (giving name & rank/duties of each man). Orig. dec. mustard cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59891] **£15**

### OFFICIAL HISTORY 1939-1945

Orig. brown cloth, gilt, VG in sl. chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59996] **£30**

Official account of the Royal Canadian Air Force, this volume covering Sept. 1943-Aug. 1944, Bomber Command, invasion of Europe &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. blue cloth, sp. sl. spotted o/w VG in chipped dw. see illustration on our website. [Ref: 55580] **£35**

366. **HARRIS (C.R.S.) Allied Military Administration of Italy 1943-1945.** 1st Ed., xv+479pp., 15 maps & diagrams (many fldg.). VG ex-lib. in dw. HMSO. 1957
Military government during invasion & liberation. Orig. cloth, VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57819] **£35**

Period of triumph in the Middle East & Battle of the Atlantic. Orig. cloth, VG ex-lib. in clean dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59982] **£30**

Inc. 1944 Chindit expedition, Battles of Imphal & Kohima. Nice copy, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56369] **£50**

The advance across the Chindwin & battles of the Irrawaddy shore, Meiktila, Mandalay, Pyawbe &c., also events in the Arakan. VG ex-lib. in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58638] **£35**

Including Salerno Landings, Anzio, Monte Cassino &c. Orig. cloth, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59983] **£40**
Excellent account of SA Engineers in East Africa, Western Desert & Italy. Orig. blue cloth, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 49518] £65

Excellent, detailed account & among the rarest Indian official histories, containing a very informative, well-illustrated & mapped account of the services of the Indian Divisions in the Italian campaign. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58592] £225

Detailed account of 2 NZ Div. in Italy 1943-44. Orig. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56372] £35

Includes events in Western Desert (Tobruk &c.), Greece & Crete, Iraq & Malta. Orig. cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59985] £30

East & North Africa, Greece & Crete &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn, about VG & not ex-lib. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59984] £30

Gazala, Tobruk, 1st Alamein &c. Ex-lib. copy in library binding, sound reference copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59986] £20

The Scarce El Alamein volume, covering events from Sept. 1942-May 1943 inc. Operation Torch (the Tunisia landings). Orig. green cloth, VG in chipped dw. A former owner has pasted col. paper RAF Sqdrn. badges &c. to front eps, o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59987] £60
The Scarce El Alamein volume, covering events from Sept. 1942-May 1943 inc. Operation Torch (the Tunisia landings). Orig. green cloth, VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59988] £40

379. **RAINA (Lt.-Col. B.L.)** **Medical Services: The Campaigns in the Eastern Theatre.** 1st Ed., xiii+525pp., 20 plates, 30 maps, num tables. VG in chipped dw. Delhi: Combined Inter-Services Historical Section. 1964
IAMC in the field in Hong Kong, Sarawak, Malaya & Burma: much interesting detail on medical aspects of operations, wounds & sickness. Orig. maroon cloth, VG in sl. chipped dw & scarce thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59989] £65

380. **RAINA (Lt.-Col. B.L.)** Ed. **Medical Services: Medical Stores & Equipment.** 1st Ed., xvii+330pp., 6 charts & maps. Delhi: Combined Inter-Services Historical Section. 1963
A volume of the Indian official medical history. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54813] £45

Excellent coverage of all air ops. on all fronts, with many good photos. & maps (inc. many fldg.). VG in dws. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59864] £35

**REGIMENTAL HISTORY**

382. **14th Heavy Battery R.G.A. War Diary, List of Honours & Awards to Officers, N.C.O.’s & Men Whilst Serving with the Battery, List of Officers who have Served with the Battery & Battery Roll of Honour.** 1st Ed., 108pp., 7 photos., fldg. map (showing positions & dates where the Battery was in action, 1915-1918). Robert Scott. 1919
Contains Battery history, War Diary & various rolls as stated in the title. Roll os casualties includes the wounded, inc. place & nature of wounds; roll of awards includes citations inc. MMs; officers’ service roll includes dates of service with unit & other details. Served at the Somme 1916, Arras 1917 &c. Orig. paper cvd. boards with title & coloured cloth onlay to front (formation sign), nice copy & scarce, with comp. slip from the OC & Officers loosely inserted. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58852] £120

Inc. WW1 Western Front & Egypt/Palestine; WW2 North Africa & Italy. Roll of Hon. & awards for both wars. VG ex-IWM. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56422] £45


Rare Commando history presumably printed in Malta for the unit. No copies on Library Hub (formerly COPAC) although the IWM hold a copy & one was sold at auction in 2017 for a hammer price of £360. The Introduction states, inter al., that “We were called upon to take over the internal security of Haifa Port at an extremely tense period in Jewish-Arab relationships. The whole country was seething with racial hatred, & Haifa was well to the fore in open acts of violence. Unfortunately, British soldiers, as independent arbitrators, were inevitably involved in these racial disputes. They were the scapegoats of both Jew & Arab: each side accused them of being prejudiced in favour of the other, & each side was quick to blame them for its own shortcomings. In this difficult atmosphere of hatred, suspicion & violence, we took over our duties. The Green Beret became a familiar feature of the Port & town of Haifa. And there is very reason to believe that is was respected by all who came into contact with it.” This account details many acts of terrorism & violence during the operational deployment, which culminated with the unit covering the evacuation of British forces in Palestine via Haifa at the end of the intervention. Orig. wraps., stained, the text sound but four photos. obscured by the closing together of the plate sections by damp, therefore only 6 of the 10 photos. are viewable. Nevertheless, clearly rare in any state & an important account for the period. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59972] £225

386. **4th Battalion Royal Tank Corps Standing Orders 1930.** 128pp. (inc. blank interleaves). No publication details but “This edition... issued by Lt.-Col. M.C. Festing... Catterick Camp, Yorks. February, 1930.”

Customary regimental regulations &c., but quite a scarce inter-war amoured regiment version, including regs. re tanks & other vehicles. Orig. blue morocco, gilt ttle to front, marbled endpapers & gilt edges. Nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55587] £45

387. **51st Battalion Hampshire Regiment, British Army of the Rhine 1919-20.** Printed wraps., oblong 4to, title page followed by one page letterpress Short History of Bn. then 18 photogravure plates, printed rectos. only, depicting groups of officers, NCOs, bn. on parade, band & drums, transport &c. VG. No imprint/date, ?Germany, c. Dec. 1919

Orig. wraps., VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60025] £35

388. **The 7th Field Artillery Brigade Yando.** Containing publications of the organ of the 7th Field Artillery Brigade, Australian Imperial Forces... Reprint in volume form of the unit’s magazine originally published 1915-1919, approx. 300pp. in all with num. photos. inc portraits of approx. 150 casualties (KiA or DoW in France & Belgium 1916-18). [Swanbourne: Burridge. nd (c.1980s)].

Various matter inc. nominal rolls, casualty lists, photos. of battery positions, records of activities, humorous ocntributions, &c. Green cloth, gilt to front 7 spine, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55758] £75


Almost entirely 1st Bn., Western Front from Sept. 1914, 17 Bde., 6th Div., with a short account of the 2nd Bn. on the NWF & in Afghanistan 1919. Casualty statistics, awards roll. Orig. brown cloth, gilt to front, sl. chipped, generally VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57680] £100
390.  **History of the East Lancashire Royal Engineers.** 1st Ed., xxvi+268pp., 9 illus. For Private Circulation. 1921
427th, 428th & 429th Field Coys. & 42nd Div. Signal Coy., Gallipoli, Egypt & Western Front from 1917. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57629] £50

Inc. WW1 in Palestine & WW2 Middle East. Addenda covering period 1959-1967 (12pp.) loosely inserted. Rolls of officers. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60038] £35

392.  **Middlesex Yeomanry Magazine. Souvenir Number 1914-1919.** Orig. green printed wraps., 72pp., illus. The Regt, nd
War records (Gallipoli & Palestine) & various personal narratives, anecdotes, obits. & citations. Roll of Hon., awards. Sl. chipped o/w VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57678] £85

393.  **Narrative History of “G” & 7th Tank Battalion.** 1st Ed., vii+40pp., 2 photos., 5 maps. Aldershot: G&P. 1919
Brief but surprisingly detailed history: 3rd Ypres, Cambrai, Bapaume 1918 &c. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. grre & red cloth, titled in black to front, with Tank Corps badge. VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59259] £95

394.  **The Rifle Brigade Chronicle 1918.** 1st Ed., vi+352pp., 2 fldg. maps. For the RB. 1919
This edition includes war diaries of all regular & service bns. for the year 1915, various useful rolls of officers, awards, several good letters from the front, officers' obituaries &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59858] £45

395.  **The Rifle Brigade Chronicle 1919.** 1st Ed., iv+240pp. For the RB. 1921
This edition includes detailed war diaries of the four regular bns. 1916-1918, also various other regimental records & complete index to Chronicles 1909-1919. Orig. green cloth, gilt, worn & somewhat stained, near VG, with ownership inscrip. of Lt. H.N. RiesVG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59859] £45

396.  **The Rifle Brigade Chronicle 1920.** 1st Ed., iv+240pp. For the RB. 1921
This edition includes war diaries of eight service bns. 1916-1918, also other records inc. 1st Bn. in Iraq 1920. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59860] £45

397.  **A Short History of the Units administered by the Kent Territorial & Auxiliary Forces Association.** 1st Ed., orig. printed card wraps., 88pp. (inc. adverts), several photos. Published & Produced by Reid-Hamilton Publishers. nd (c.1950).
The “Official Handbook” to the Territorial & Auxiliary Forces of the County of kent, c.1950, inc. details of various local Artillery, Engineer, RAMC, REME &c. units. VG ex-IWM. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56424] £35

Includes a chapter on the Active Service Squadron in the Boer War. Nominal rolls of officers. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, cloth somewhat stained, sound, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59850] £65
399. **ATKINSON (C.T.) The 7th Division 1914-1918.** 1st Ed., x+529pp., portrait frontis., 7 plates, 35 maps. Murray. 1927
Western Front from Aug. 1914, all major operations up to 3rd Ypres then in Italy 1917-18. Order of Battle. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG with ownership inscrip. of G.W. Howard, noted within as GSO1 7th Div. 1916-18, afterwards commanding a brigade in 48th Div. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 50910] £65

Excellent history. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58690] £95

Camel, donkey & MT, with personal reminiscences & a roll of the officers of each unit. Falls writes: “...He has written an interesting & witty account of the transportation services, but in some respects must be said to have missed a great opportunity, for he deals rather with composition than organisation... filled by detailed accounts of the merits & demerits of particular vehicles, & of the methods by which the demerits were overcome in the workshops.... So that, while the details he gives are a tribute to resource & ingenuity, they are not particualrlly useful to the student of transportation problems.” Orig. blue cloth, gilt, some staining to sp. o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56458] £125

Excellent history. Every notable action of all bns. described, many in great detail (all but one bn. served Western Front). Vol. II includes the indices; main index which is almost entirely names & index by bns. of their activities in chronological order & an index of actions. Rifle green cloth, silver gilt, VG throughout. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60041] £175

Well illustrated record through “birth & training” to Gallipoli & Palestine. Rolls of all casualties, awards: “His descriptions of the bitter fighting on Gallipoli are admirably clear, as are his accounts of the cavalry tactics & charges in the Sinai campaign” - Perkins. Orig. dec. brown cloth (with regimental patch & device to front), little spotted & rubbed, generally VG & a scarce Light Horse history. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54626] £245

Excellent detailed account of mainly 3rd Dragoons, Royal Dragoons & North Somerset Yeomanry in 3rd Cavalry Div., much on 1914 & 2nd Ypres, good folding coloured maps of various ops. Orig. blue cloth with paper onlay to front, dark blue cloth sp. strip, sp. label sl. chipped o/w VG with armorial bookplate of Charles Edward Dunscomb Bridge, who was a regular gunner, holder of the DSO, MC, &c. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 51730] £35
The battery served in France 1915-16, thence in Egypt & Palestine. Substantial & detailed history, compiled from diaries &c., with complete nominal roll (noting honours, casualties &c.) written by two former NCOs. “There are all too few battery records, & this is in many respects a model of what they should be. Its interest is heightened by numerous illustrations, which are both humorous & true to life, by Gordon Jackson.” - Falls. Orig. brown pictorial cloth, clean copy, VG, inscribed by a former member of the unit, “W. Fells. (late) Cpl. “A” Battery. 271 R.F.A. (T).” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59873] £75

BLAND (R.G.V.M.) The 6th Welsh (T.F.) In France 1914-1919. 1st Ed., 157pp., 11 plates (most portraits, also named group photo. of officers in France in 1915 & at the time of the armistice). Cardiff: Western Mail. nd (1920s).
Very rare battalion records of the 6th (TF) Bn. The Welsh Regiment including nominal roll of officers & other ranks proceeding overseas; diary 1914-15 of Lt.-Col. Lord Ninian Crichton-Stuart, who took the bn. abroad, & accounts of the Battle of Loos 1915, the Somme 1916 &c. Orig. wraps. with attractive red/grey/green design to front, with printed title. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58812] £145

Western Front inc. Battles of Ypres from winter 1914 onwards, Somme, Cambrai, Lys 1918 &c. Rolls of officers of Hon., awards. Orig. green cloth, silver gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60012] £75

Inc. Battles of Arras, 3rd Ypres, Cambrai, the Lys &c. Rolls of officers (with service details), details of arms, equipment, dress, tank names &c. Orig. blue cloth, blocked in black, VG & very scarce, with loosely inserted contemp. photo. of Tank E34, named Exultant (which must have belonged to the 5th Bn.). See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59250] £165

History summarising events 1914-17 then concentrating mainly on the last twelve months: Battles of Bullecourt 1917; The Knoll 1917; Cambrai 1917; events of March-April 1918; Hamel; Amiens; Hindenburg Line, &c. Nicely detailed inc. notes of casualties & awards to all ranks, several good maps & six excellent photos. of Battery positions taken in 1921. Covers creased & worn, but rare, with loosely inserted printed slip from the author. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59882] £125

BURROWS (J.W.) Essex Units in the War 1914-1919: Essex Territorial Infantry Brigade (4th, 5th, 6th & 7th Bns.) also 8th (Cyclists) Bn. The Essex Regiment. 1st Ed., xxvi+409pp., col. frontis., approx. 70 illus. & maps (some fldg.). VG in sl. chipped dw. Southend: Burrows. nd 1932
Gallipoli, Egypt & Palestine. Many good illus. & maps. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG in sl. chipped dw & scarce, especially in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57603] £145
   Home service in the UK, providing drafts & training troops for Home Defence, &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG in split/worn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57607] **£50**

   This useful volume covers the period 1830-1873 inc. Sikh & Kaffir Wars, Indian Mutiny (at Meerut, Delhi &c.), China 1860 & Red River Expedition. Orig. green cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56210] **£45**

413. **CANNON (Richard) Historical Record of the Eleventh, or North Devon Regiment of Foot, Containing an Account of the Formation of the Regiment in 1685 & of its subsequent services to 1845.** 1st Ed., viii+88pp., 3 col. plates (2 of uniforms, 1 of colours). Parker, Furnivall, & Parker. 1845
   Marlborough's wars, much on Napoleonic era inc. Walcheren, Peninsular 1810-14 (Busaco, Badajoz, Ciudad Rodrigo, Salamanca, Pyrenees, Nivelle, Orthes &c.). Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58689] **£45**

414. **CAULFEILD (Col. J.E.) Comp. One Hundred Years' History of The 2nd Batt. West India Regiment from Date of Raising 1795 to 1898.** 1st Ed., 222pp., 6 plates. Forster Groom & Co. 1899
   Much otherwise almost unobtainable material on various campaigns from West Indies in the Napoleonic era & later, then from 1860 onwards the regt. was much involved in West Africa: ops. in Sierre Leone, Gambia, Gold Coast, Ashanti 1873-74 & 1895, &c., with various rolls of officers present at different times. “good coverage of several little-known operations... The style is dry & tedious, but the contents appear to be accurate.” - Perkins. In the author’s Preface he notes that he has utilised the regimental Digest of Services & was allowed access to “official Order Books, Letter Books, Returns, &c., filed in the Brigade Office... I was fortunate enough to collect a vast amount of valuable & reliable information.” List of “Subscribers towards cost of production” (74 officers) at end. Orig. red & blue cloth, gilt, sp. little marked, some ink notes to rear blank, o/w VG & very rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54824] **£275**

   An affectionate, detailed bn. history from its raising in 1914, training, F&F (112nd Bde., 61st Div.) 1916-Feb. 1918 when disbanded. Includes operations on the Somme, Hindenburg Line, Battle of Cambrai 1917 &c. Officers’ roll, casualties. Orig. blue cloth spine & paper cvbd. boards, gilt & dec. with regimental badge to panel on front board, little rubbed, VG & rare: only 200 copies printed; this copy inscribed “To Tibby with the Author’s Compliments 13/6/28.” The author was an officer in the battalion. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59650] **£245**

   Field Artillery in Palestine campaign. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57619] **£75**
Illustrated account of the 11th Welsh Regiment, raising & on services on the Salonika Front, 1914-18. Roll of Hon. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58756] £20

Including Palestine, several tours in Malaya, Aden & Mauritius, Belfast. Roll of Hon., awards, orders of battle at various times. Officers’ services. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60040] £35

Regiment composed of Cape Coloured personnel under white officers in German East Africa Feb. 1916-end of 1917 then with Expeditionary Force in Egypt & Palestine 1918. Nominal rolls of officers & other ranks, notes on officers’ services, Roll of Hon., awards. Illus. mainly portraits of officers & NCOs but also several groups, locations of operations &c. Good campaign maps. Perkins 323 (“A first-class genealogical source, with an attractive presentation.”) Orig. brown & white glazed paper covd. boards with cloth backstrip, somewhat chipped & rubbed at edges as normal, somewhat worn, overall sound & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60010] £145

F&F 1916, to Macedonia then Palestine for the capture of Jerusalem &c.then back to France for the Final Advance in 1918. Nominal roll, awards. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG in chipped & worn but scarce & attractive dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59700] £75

421. **ELLIOT (G.F. Scott, formerly Capt.)** War History of the 5th Battalion King’s Own Scottish Borderers. 1st Ed., deluxe large paper version, xvi+328pp., 45 photos., 17 maps & plans. Dumfries: Robert Dinwiddie, Printer & Publisher. 1928
With 52nd Div. at Gallipoli from June 1915-evacuation, Palestine (Romani, Gaza &c.), then France & Flanders in 1918. Roll of Hon., awards, officers list (& several named group photos. of the officers). Superior version, orig. qtr. black calf with blue cloth boards, gilt, sp. somewhat dry & cracked as generally found, but VG & entirely sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59884] £120

422. **FOX (Frank)** The History of the Royal Gloucestershire Hussars Yeomanry 1898-1922: The Great Cavalry Campaign in Palestine. 1st Ed., xvi+336pp., 15 lates, 6 maps. dw. Allan & Co. 1923
Gallipoli, Egypt, Palestine, inc. Romani, Gaza, Jerusalem & on to Aleppo. Roll of honour, etc. Late bound version without the fldg. map as usually found, cloth stained, sound in chipped torn dw with loss. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57703] £45

423. **FOX (Sir Frank)** The Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers in the World War: A Record of the War as seen by The Royal Inniskilling Regiment of Fusiliers, thirteen Battalions of which served. 1st Ed., xiv+318pp., 15 photos., 11 maps. Constable. 1928
Western Front, Gallipoli & Salonika. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59863] £125
The Royal 1st Devon Yeomanry, Royal North Devon Yeomanry & Royal Devon Yeomanry Artillery including Boer War 1900-02 & WW1 in Gallipoli, Palestine & France. Various nominal rolls, Roll of Hon. Orig. blue cloth with leather sp. label, sp. sl. sunned o/w VG & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57375] £165

Detailed & very scarce history entirely devoted to WW1: 1st Bn. on Western Front throughout, 2nd went from there to Macedonia & Palestine; four service bns., one of which served at Gallipoli. Roll of Hon., rolls of wounded & awards. Orig. blue cloth, eps renewed, neatly rebacked, orig. sp. laid down, VG thus. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59883] £145

Gallipoli, Egypt, then France from March 1917 inc. 3rd Ypres, La Bassee, German Offensive, Final Advance, Hindenburg Line &c. Roll of Hon., awards, order of battle. Orig. blue cloth, gilt to sp. & div. patch to front, little rubbed o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53772] £45

427. GILLON (Capt. S.) The King’s Own Scottish Borderers in the Great War. 1st Ed., xiv+488pp., 10 plates, 6 fldg. maps in end-pocket. VG in somewhat worn dw. Nelson. 1930
Largely Gallipoli & Western Front. Orig. cloth, blue cloth gilt, VG in somewhat worn dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 43498] £75

The 1/6th & 2/6th both served on the Western Front & between them all the principal operations are represented. Detailed & rare with Roll of Hon., awards &c. + hundreds of portraits & other photos. Orig. dec. rexine cloth, superb copy in orig. opaque wrapper & the box of issue in which it was posted to M. Sheridan, Esq., of 4 Urlwin Street, Camberwell, SE5 - presumably a member of the regiment. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59326] £145

429. GRETTON (Lt.-Col. G. Le M.) The Campaigns & History of the Royal Irish Regiment from 1684 to 1902. 1st Ed., xiv+462pp., 4to, 5 illus., 10 maps (most fldg.). Blackwood. 1911
Many campaigns inc. China 1840, Burma, Crimea, Indian Mutiny, New Zealand, 2nd Afghan War, Egypt 1882, Nile Expedition, Black Mountain & Tirah, Mashonaland & Boer War. Casualty rolls for all these campaigns, awards. Orig. blue cloth, sp. sunned o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56215] £30

430. GREY (Major W.E.) The 2nd City of London Regiment (Royal Fusiliers) in the Great War 1914-19. 1st Ed., xxxiv+463pp., 4to, 42 photos., 28 maps. For the Regt. 1929
Substantial history: 1st Bn. on Western Front from Jan. 1915 inc. 2nd & 3rd Ypres, Somme, Arras, Cambrai, March Retreat, Amiens 1918 & Final Advance; 2nd Bn., Malta, Gallipoli & France. Roll of Hon. Orig. red & blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56383] £65
Regimental records & officers’ services. Orig. blue cloth, VG with armorial bookplate of Lord Harris (the author). See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57614] £35

Formed on the Western Front Aug. 1915 & remained there until the Armistice. Also contains an account of the Guards regiments in the war prior to formation. Rolls of staff officers in the Division & unit commanders &c. Orig. dec. cloth, sps. little marked/chipped, generally VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57808] £65

A valuable survey by a participant in the events described. Orig. red cloth, VG, inscribed by the author (who famously commanded 33rd Bn. MGC in France & Flanders with great distinction) to Sir James Edmonds, the principal official historian of the First World War: “To ‘Archimedes’ to whom, with greater reverence, this work is dedicated to thank him for all his encouragement. From Graham Seton Hutchison. February 1938.” The Dedication Page, following the title page, is printed “Dedicated with gratitude to Brigadier-General Sir James Edmonds, CB, CMG, D.LITT.” See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 56413] £220

Detailed history of a Scout squadron on the Western Front, with contributions by several officers. Includes rolls of casualties, awards, aerodromes occupied, various signals &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG, very nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58824] £145

Excellent, detailed & scarce squadron history by one of its observers (wounded 1917 & won MC), who was later to be one of the official historians of the RFC/RAF. Falls explains: “The 47th Sqdrn. RAF (then RFC) went to the Salonika front in the autumn of 1916, where it had a distinguished but in the main uneventful career. Mr Jones, who had not become an official historian when he wrote this record of his own squadron, is a very attractive writer, & he teaches us to know the mess & its inmates. The squadron’s active career was far from ended by the ending of the War, for it was subsequently attached to the Tsarist army of Gen. Denikin. Here it again did well...” Rolls of casualties & awards. Orig. red cloth, titled in black, a very nice clean copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59309] £120

Formed from MG sections of Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry & South Notts. Hussars for the 7th Mounted Bde. in July 1917 & later served with the 14th Cav. Bde., 5th Cav. Div. Attractive orig. pictorial cloth, little rubbed o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58706] £145
Excellent & detailed standard history. Vol. I covers WW1 & the inter-war years of development; Vol. II covers WW2. Orig. black cloth, silver gilt, VG in chipped dws. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56361] £65

438. LINDSAY (Lt.-Col. J.H.) The London Scottish in the Great War. 2nd Ed., xvi+425pp., 19 illus., 22 fldg maps. RHQ. 1926
1st Bn. served F&F 1914 (notably at Messines) to 1918 inc. Loos, Somme, Cambrai &c. 2nd Bn. in France, Salonika & Palestine. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, somewhat worn but sound & interesting copy with ownership inscrip. of F. Caines, 513359, ‘B’ Coy. 1st Bn., 1915-1919, several related press cuttings pasted to end-papers & notably, to the front paste-down, an envelope containing around 15 orig. contemp. photos. of small groups of members of the regiment at Cologne in 1919, inc. Guards, with several officers & others identified. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56387] £75

Subtitle states: “A Collection of Biographical, Historical, & Statistical Records appertaining to the 10th Battalion... from the Raising of the same at Morphettville, South Australia... to its Disbandment at Chatelet, Belgium, March 17, 1919.” The regiment landed at ANZAC 25/4/15 & afterwards served on the Western Front 1916-18 inc Bullecourt & Passchendaele. Detailed records of officers’ services, awards, bn. nominal rolls & Roll of Hon. “This book contains a great deal of biographical information... The style is unusual but certainly informative” - Perkins 644. Orig. red cloth, blocked in black, errata slip bound in, nice copy. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59935] £245

Beaumont Hamel 1/7/16; Arras; 3rd Ypres; Final Advance &c. 11th Bde., 4th Div. Roll of officers killed, awards. Written by the commanding officer of the battalion during the whole period under review. Orig. cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59294] £45

Inc. casualty rolls (killed, wounded &c.) & awards. Orig. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59959] £30

Western Front from March 1915 inc. Loos, Somme (Gommecourt), Cambrai, Final Advance &c., with a short interlude in Egypt at the beginning of 1916. Photos. include over 350 portraits of Staffordshire Regt. officers. Orig. red cloth, gilt, sl. chipped/worn o/w VG & very scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 51672] £125
443. **MOLONY (Maj. C.V.) “Invicta”: With the 1st Bn. The Queen’s Own Royal West Kent Regiment in the Great War.** 1st Ed., xi+326pp., 16 plates, 17 maps. VG in dw. Nisbet. 1923

444. **MUSCROFT (C.A.) The 144th (York) Heavy Battery (R.G.A.) Being a short history of the Battery... describing briefly the formation, training activities in England, & action as a fighting unit in France & Belgium during the Great War 1914-1918.** 1st Ed., 63pp. No imprint or date. (c.1920s).
New Army 60-pdr. Battery in France from June 1916: principal operations Vimy; Messines; Ypres; Cambrai & Villers Bretonneux. Orig. red cloth, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58849] £95

The 43rd went in the bag at Kut; the reformed bn. fought on in Mespot. & then in Russia during the intervention. Officers’ services, rolls &c. This volume the only one in the proposed series to appear, no detailed & handsome work. Orig. rifle green cloth, gilt, fine in orig. pplain paper dw & Gale & Polden box of issue as posted to L/Cpl. Highes, c/o 27, High Street, Fenton, Stoke on Trent - no doubt a member of the regimentSee illustration on our website. [Ref: 59327] £125

Guernsey units in the war (RGLI & drafts to several regiments: notably Royal Irish Regt. & Royal Irish Fusiliers). Roll of some 6000 men who served, with some service details. VG, signed by author, with some ink annotations. Rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58670] £50

DH9 & DH9a bombers, Western Front. Nominal roll of officers, awards (with citations), glossary. Orig. blue cloth, VG & rare with armorial bookplate of Norman Dakeyne Newall. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58810] £125

448. **PONSONBY (Lt.-Col. C.) West Kent (Q.O.) Yeomanry & 10th (Yeomanry) Bn. The Buffs 1914-1919.** 1st Ed., xvii+205pp., 18 illus., 5 maps (4 fldg.). Melrose. 1920
Gallipoli, Egypt, Palestine 1915-18 & France 1918. Complete nominal roll with particulars of service. Orig. blue cloth, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59875] £65

Inc. Minden, Peninsula, Crimea, Indian Mutiny, Sudan, Boer War, WW1 (Gallipoli, Western Front &c.) & WW2 (Middle East & Burma - no distinct WW2 history published). VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60049] £20
450. REYNARD (F.H., late Capt.) The Ninth (Queen’s Royal) Lancers 1715-1903. 1st Ed., xv+258pp., 40, 10 col. & 10 b/w plates. Blackwood. 1904
Services included South America, Peninsula, Walcheren, Sikh Wars, Indian Mutiny, Afghan War 1878, Boer War 1899-1902. Rolls of officers &c. Orig. cloth, sp. splitting but sound, near VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57659] £50

451. RUTTER (Owen) The History of the 7th (Service) Bn. The Royal Sussex Regiment 1914-1919. 1st Ed., xix+347pp., 8 plates, 23 maps (one fldg.). For the Bn. 1934

452. SANDILANDS (Col. J.W., CB, CMG, DSO) & MACLEOD (Lt.-Col. Norman, CMG, DSO) The History of the 7th Battalion Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders. 1st Ed., 207pp., 4 plates. Stirling: Mackay. 1922
Western Front 1915-18 inc. Loos, Somme, Arras, 3rd Ypres &c. with 15th (Scottish) Div. Roll of awards, officers’ services. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59968] £60

Scout squadron on the Western Front inc. Somme 1916, Arras & Passchendaele 1917, March Offensive 1918 &c., excellent history with officers’ services & casualty roll. Orig. cloth, silver gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59689] £95

Genesis & services of the Volunteers inc. American war of Independence, Volunteers of Ireland 1778-1796, the Napoleonic threat, the Decadence of the 1803 System & the Dawn of the 1859 Revival. Various appendices. Orig. pale green cloth, gilt, little rubbed & worn, tear at head of sp., generally VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60015] £65

France 1915 & flung into 2nd Ypres, losing heavily in the battles along the Menin Road; mining ops. at Hill 60 then Pioneer Bn. 49th Div. Disbanded Aug. 1916. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. green paper covd. boards, titled in black, with red cloth backstrip. VG throughout. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58927] £60

Maharatta Wars, Burma 1824-26, Afghan & Sikh Wars, Indian Mutiny, NWF 1897,. List of officers who served in the Battery 1801-1905. A revised edition was published in 1932. Orig. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 55674] £35
457. WALROND (Col. H.) Historical Records of the 1st Devon Militia (4th Bn. The Devonshire Regiment), with a Notice of the 2nd & North Devon Militia Regiments. xv+444pp., 27 plates. Longmans. 1897
Detailed record with rolls of officers &c. Orig. dec. red cloth, gilt, sp. somewhat rubbed marked o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 46926] £30

Western Front inc. Somme, Passchendaele, Cambrai; also Gallipoli & Salonika & the 1st Bn. on the North-West Frontier. Detailed awards roll. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. sunned o/w VG. Nice copy & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57696] £95


460. WOOD (Major W. de B.) The History of the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry in the Great War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xvi+471pp., 8 fldg. maps. Medici. 1925
Eight bns. saw active service, all in France, the 2nd & 8th went on to Salonika & the 10th was initially in Palestine. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. green cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60033] £65

Volume II contains the histories of the Territorial & WW1-raised Service Battalions on the Western Front, Gallipoli (6th [S] Bn.) & Italy 1917-18 (8th [S] Bn.). This second volume is rather scarce. Good mid-20th Century half red morocco, gilt, red cloth boards with regimental device to front, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59885] £125

Volume II contains the histories of the Territorial & WW1-raised Service Battalions on the Western Front, Gallipoli (6th [S] Bn.) & Italy 1917-18 (8th [S] Bn.). This second volume is rather scarce. Good mid-20th Century half red morocco, gilt, red cloth boards with regimental device to front, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59885] £125

Largely Western Front. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57697] £65

464. YOUNG (P.J.) Boot & Saddle: A Narrative Record of the Cape Regiment, the British Cape Mounted Riflemen, the Frontier Armed Mounted Police & the Colonial Cape Mounted Riflemen. 1st Ed., [xvi]+193pp., 7 illus., map. VG in sl. chipped dw. Cape Town: Maskew Miller. 1955
Various South African frontier forays inc. Kaffir Wars, Bechuanaland &c., the Boer War & German SW Africa 1914-15. Several rolls & service records of some officers. Orig. cloth, VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59990] £75
With 18th Div. on the Somme, Vimy, 3rd Ypres &c. Roll of officers with brief details of service. Orig. olive cloth, gilt, sp. sunned o/w VG. Inscribed by author on fep “W.H. Bateman fr DFG” & on title page “from Donald F. Grant.” See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59995] £95

ROLLS OF HONOUR 1914-1918

Reprint of scarce roll originally published in Perth c.1920, with biogs. & portraits of some 1250+ ANZACs. VG & rare in any edition. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 57783] £145

Lists many thousands of Donalds, Donaldsons, MacDonalds & many others connected with the Clan who died or received awards (many of these with citations). Orig. blue cloth, gilt, rear cover stained o/w VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57801] £75

Roll of service of 902 men from these Scottish parishes, of whom 154 were killed, leaving 39 war widows & 88 orphans in the district. 31 men earned decorations & 16 were PoWs. Orig. half black morocco, gilt, very nice copy, VG throughout. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57756] £75

Approx. 680 portrait photos. of fallen staff. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, little wear, nice copy & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 59852] £125

Roll of service with basic details (rank, regt., whether wounded or decorated, branch where employed). Seventy-eight were killed. Orig. cloth, gilt, little chipped, VG. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57779] £45

Service details of some thousands from the London area. Orig. dec. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60050] £30

Service details of some thousands from the London area. Orig. dec. cloth, sp. split, rather worn, sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60051] £20
Service details of some thousands from the Luton area. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60052] £30

Service details of some thousands from the London area. Orig. dec. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60053] £30

Service details of some thousands from the Bedford & Northampton region. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60054] £35

Service details of some thousands from the London area. Orig. dec. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60055] £30

Around 200 officers’ lengthy obits., each with portrait. Half white cloth, purple cloth sides. It is believed that around 13 volumes appeared in this series of lavish memorials, published for private family circulation at 5 guineas a copy. This superb vol., printed on fine art paper throughout & finely bound with all edges gilt, contains names from Anderson (Charles A.)-Young (Henry Harman). A nice example. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60044] £165

Around 200 officers’ lengthy obits., each with portrait. Half white cloth, purple cloth sides. It is believed that around 13 volumes appeared in this series of lavish memorials, published for private family circulation at 5 guineas a copy. This superb vol., printed on fine art paper throughout & finely bound with all edges gilt, contains names from Abbott (Ernest Henry Fortescue)-Young (Nugent Herbert). A nice example. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60045] £165

Around 120 officers’ lengthy obits., each with portrait. Half white cloth, purple cloth sides. It is believed that around 13 volumes appeared in this series of lavish memorials, published for private family circulation at 5 guineas a copy. This superb vol., printed on fine art paper throughout & finely bound with all edges gilt, contains names from Anderson (C.K.)-Wright (George Clinton). Front sunned, little spotted o/w a nice example: this copy with loosely inserted typed list of subjects within. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60046] £165

Records of the 1,850 who served & detailed biographies of the 321 who fell in action. Orig. paper covd. boards, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57780] £60
481. The Union Bank of Scotland Ltd. Roll of Honour 1914-1918. 1st Ed., xv+99pp., 4to. Glasgow: Maclehose [For the Bank]. nd (c.1922). Contains a roll of 518 who served, of whom 84 were killed, with basic service details. Orig. wheat cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57777] £45

482. ARBROATH: Roll of Honour: Arbroath & District 1914-1919. 1st Ed., vi+243pp., 4to, portraits throughout. Arbroath: Buncle. nd Approx. 700 lengthy obits. of local men killed in the war, 466 of them with photo. portraits. Little chipped & worn, generally VG & rare. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 57761] £95


484. CRAVEN: CLAYTON (J.T.) Ed. Craven’s Part in the Great War. 1st Ed., 391pp., oblong 4to, limp canvas covs., aprox. 1000 portraits. Craven Herald. 1919 Portraits of around 1000 casualties of all ranks from Craven (Yorkshire), including Skipton, Grassington, Gargrave & other towns & villages, plus an account of the services in Flanders of the local territorial battalion, 1/6th Duke of Wellington’s (West Riding) Regt., & nominal rolls of 1/6th & 2/6th Dukes. Orig. limp dec. cloth, minor wear, some underlining, VG. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 52728] £45


487. INNER TEMPLE: DARLING (Sir Charles) Ed. Inner Templars who Volunteered & Served in the Great War. 1st Ed., [iii]+81pp., 4to. Whittingham & Griggs (Printers). nd (c.1917). Roll of around 1000 members of the Inner Temple (i.e., lawyers) who had joined the forces by the end of 1916, showing their regiment & rank & identifying around 300 who fell (place & date of death noted in the Index). Orig. pinted paper covd. boards, somewhat chipped & worn but sound, near VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58593] £25

489. SHETLAND: MANSON (Thomas) Ed. Shetland’s Roll of Honour & Roll of
Offices. 1920
Records of some 3600 from the northerly isle who served, with fine portraits of 560 who fell.
Orig. qtr. brown morocco, brown cloth boards, minor wear, rare. See illustrations on our
website. [Ref: 57782] £225

ARMY LISTS & BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE

Regular & Territorial Army (regimental listings), SAS, Parachute Regt., Gurkhas, CCF officers
(listed by school) &c. Orig. red paper wraps., VG ex-lib. [Ref: 58674] £20

Regular & Territorial Army (regimental listings), SAS, Parachute Regt., Gurkhas, CCF officers
(listed by school) &c. Orig. red paper wraps., VG ex-lib. [Ref: 58675] £20

Regular & Territorial Army (regimental listings), SAS, Parachute Regt., Gurkhas, CCF officers
(listed by school) &c. Orig. red paper wraps., VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
[Ref: 58676] £20

Regular & Territorial Army (regimental listings), SAS, Parachute Regt., Gurkhas, CCF officers
(listed by school) &c. Orig. red paper wraps., VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
[Ref: 58677] £20

Regular & Territorial Army (regimental listings), SAS, Parachute Regt., Gurkhas, CCF officers
(listed by school) &c. Orig. red paper wraps., VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website.
[Ref: 58678] £20

illustration on our website. [Ref: 49651] £15

496. The Quarterly Army List for The Quarter Ending 31st December, 1920. Part II:
War Services of Officers, January 1921. 1st Ed. of a very useful edition containing War
Services of regular officers (& many temp. officers who had received decorations) in WW1 &
earlier. Contemp. half calf, rubbed & worn, sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60037] £50

wartime issue, orig. wraps (front lacking). This vol. includes listings for the RE, RA,
cavalry/armoured, infantry &c., but the index was in Vol. II. See illustration on our website.
[Ref: 49612] £65

498. The Volunteer Force List. October, 1917. A Distribution List of Officers, with
Particulars of the Authorities Concerned in the Administration of Volunteer Corps Raised in
Great Britain.
Lists of commands, HQs. & of each volunteer battalion. Orig. paper wraps., ink stamp of TF
Assoc., County of Ayr, VG thus. Scarce. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59947] £45
MISCELLANEOUS

A handy guide intended to assist officers who were returning from lengthy service abroad, or who were facing retirement, to the facilities of estate agents, sporting clubs, schools &c., which might be of use to them. Quite fascinating in the range of editorial content & advertisements for various commercial companies, Foxhounds, &c., including a register of retired officers & their regiments who are now proprietors of businesses advertised. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 53974] £20

Personal experiences of an American volunteer with the Lincoln Battalion of the International Brigade of the Spanish Loyalist Army in the Aragon Offensive during the spring of 1938 & the offensive across the Ebro during the summer of that year. Orig. yellow cloth, VG in dw with striking red titles to sp. & front of cloth, & equally striking dw. See illustrations on our website. [Ref: 60047] £75

Scholarly study of the armed forces & militarized societies of the Napoleonic era & on. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57830] £20

The part played by the men & women of the regiment in the early settlement of Western Australia, both as colonial policemen, with descriptions of their various outposts &c., but also as settlers, including the impact of the large number of poor Irish Catholics in the ranks. VG in dw & most engaging work with detailed genealogical notes on settler families &c. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59888] £25

USAF Special Study by a distinguished panel of historian, mostly WW2 campaigns inc. Battle of Britain, North Africa, Operation Overlord, Air War against Japan &c., also Korean War, SE Asia 1964-73 & Israeli Air Force ops. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57826] £25

USAF Special Study by a distinguished panel of historian, mostly WW2 campaigns inc. Tunisia, Sicily & Italy, Battle for France 1944, &c., also Korean War & Arab-Israeli War 1973. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57824] £25
Useful annotated bibliography. Dup. ts. with card covers. VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54676] £20

Detailed & rare history in “The Official History of Australia’s Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975” series. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 56391] £120

USAF Special Study by a distinguished panel of historian, mostly WW2 inc. Air Offensive against Germany; Strategic Bombing in the Pacific; Korean War, Vietnam & Gulf War. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57825] £25

508. HAMILTON (Gen. Sir Ian) *When I Was a Boy*. 1st Ed., xii+316pp., portrait frontis., 17 photos. VG in chipped dw. Faber & Faber. 1939
Early memoirs inc. schooling at Wellington College, Sandhurst & joining the Suffolks in 1873. [Ref: 59961] £20

509. HAYES (Capt. M.H., FRCVS, late The Buffs) *Among Horses in Russia*. 1st Ed., xiv+214pp., frontis., 53 other photos. R.A. Everett & Co. 1900
Noted equestrian writer visited Russia in the mid 1890s: “I have seen so many new & interesting phases of horse & military life in Russia, that I thought an account of them would interest general readers, as well as those who are acquainted with my more or less technical books on matters connected with horses. As I am the first foreigner who has been permitted to visit the Remount Depots of the Russian Cavalry Reserve, I venture to hope that my experiences are worth telling.” - Preface. His travels included a visit to the Cavalry Officers’ Riding School & contain much of interest on the Russian cavalry of the period. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt titles to sp. & front, plus Cossack pony with rider to front, little rubbed & worn, VG. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 57747] £125

Author qualified as a vet in 1866 & spent 21 years in the British Army, served in Abyssinia 1868 with the RHA then with 7th Hussars (attached Iniskilling Dragoons) in the Transvaal War 1881, then in Egypt 1884. Retired from the Army in 1890 & worked as a sculptor. His best-known work is the sculpture Peace descending on the Quadriga of War, which surmounts the Wellington Arch at Hyde Park Corner. Others include bronze sculptures, mainly of cavalry leaders, & various war memorials. Orig. black cloth, gilt, little chipped & worn, sound. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59900] £20

Sleeve note states: “This book deals with Poland & the trouble created by the problem of the Polish minorities. It covers such matters as the Polich corridor, the problem of the Free City of Danzig, the Jewish question, the Upper Silesian unrest, the state of war which still exists between the Lithuanians & the Poles, the influence of Bolshevism on the Polish frontier land...” &c. Very nice copy & scarce in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54637] £60
The final volume of Meinertzhagen’s largely autobiographical works, & the only one that remains scarce. Largely his early life & formative influences. VG in chipped & sp. faded dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59991] **£65**

Joined Palestine Police 1930 & received the BEM in 1936, Colonial Police Medal for Gallantry in 1938 & KPM in 1942, all for work during “the years of terrorism & revolt”; in 1942, in the course of duty, he killed Albert Stern, leader of the Stern Gang (& in 1972 was awarded a substantial libel award against a publisher who accused him of murder); at the end of 1944 he was posted to Trinidad (partly because he was a marked man in Palestine) & afterwards Deputy Commissioner in Nyasaland, 1947-53. VG in sl. chipped dw & rare. Loosely inserted press cuttings re the 1971/72 libel case. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59892] **£125**

Personal experiences in Spain of an Irish radical who led IRA guerilla units in Londonderry & Donegal during the Irish Civil War. On the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War he joined the Spanish Republican Militia. VG in chipped & neatly repaired dw & rare. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 60048] **£145**

Acclaimed scholarly study focusing on joint military operations on the Western Front in the context of Anglo-French political & military relationship. Published in the KCL series of Studies in Military & Strategic History. Rare original hardback edition, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58603] **£60**

A history of BAOR 1945-57: the experience of servicemen & interaction with the civilian population. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58664] **£20**

517. **STEWART (Lt.-Col. Rupert, MVO) The Victoria Cross, The Empire’s Roll of Valour.** New Ed., xviii+469pp., col. frontis. Hutchinson. nd (c.1922)
All awards 1857-1921 regimentally arranged with citations & alphabetical & chronological indices. A valuable record with invaluable indexes by name & date or award: the latter an unusual & handy addenda. Orig. red cloth, gilt, stained but in VG dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59914] **£25**

Acclaimed scholarly work explores how & why “Scottish Highlanders, Punjabi Sikhs, & Nepalese Gurkhas became identified as the British Empire’s fiercest, most manly soldiers...” Original hardback edition, VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 58665] **£30**
519. **TUNSTALL (Julian) I Fought in Korea.** 1st Ed., 127pp. VG in chipped dw. Lawrence & Wishart. 1953
Personal account of a National Serviceman in the ranks of the 1st Bn. Middlesex Regt. in Korea, 1950-51. VG in sl. chipped dw & uncommon. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 59877] £25

520. **TURNBULL (George) The Isle of Man Constabulary: An Account of its Origin & Growth.** 1st Ed., 224pp., several photos. VG in dw. Published by the Author’s Widow. 1984
Comprehensive history with roll of members up to 1981. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. [Ref: 54781] £20